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EDITOR'S VIEW
One of the topics of greatest interest to our members in our recent needs assessment was that

of art advocacy. This journal is dedicated to that theme. An advocate is one who argues for a cause;
a supporter or defender. For as long as I remember, and long before that, teachers of the visual arts
have felt themselves placed in the often lonely position of advocating for art; art as a vital mode of
expression, art as intregal to culture and as a means for developing appreciation of cultural diversity,
art as a vehicle for understanding history and exploring social issues, art as a process requiring critical
thinking, art as acquisition of skills and techniques, art as a career opportunity, art as a major force in
media and technology, and most critically, art as a vital component of a balanced curriculum. Art
education advocacy is particularly crucial at this time of educational reform, when we are perhaps
provided with the greatest opportunity in recent history to make our case. Will the educational climate
evolve into one which values art and art education? I believe it will and that three key forms of action
must be undertaken as we continue in our roles as art education advocates.

First and foremost we must be willing to take a hard look at ourselves. Are our programs worthy
of advocating as central to the experience of all students? Do we engage our students in critical
thinking? Do we engage our students in responding to art, investigating historical and social contexts
of art works and researching the lives of artists? Do we encourage our students to engage in discussion
of the aesthetic merits of art works? to self evaluate? Do we require students to explore a wide variety
of issues, materials and processes? Are our students developing visual awareness of their environment?
Do we provide opportunities for connecting skills and knowledge acquired in our art curriculum to
other subject areas? to career opportunities? Do we ensure opportunites for the display of student work
to peers, parents and community members? A quality program speaks volumes to parents and students.

Second, it is important in our role as arts advocates that we look around us for support. We are
not alone. We need to ensure we are networking with each other and collaborating with the teachers
of the other arts disciplines; music, dance and drama. Togetherwe are stronger. Forming partnerships,
with others in our educational community is also important. Find the parents and colleagues whoare
supporters of the arts and would be happy to work with you. Utilize their talent and support in creating
a gallery, putting on a show or collaborating on curriculum development. Count on the students you
have inspired to speak of the importance of art education to their peers and to their parents. Identify
community groups such as arts councils who are your allies. Work with them. We must approach
advocacy as an organized team effort.

Third, it is important that we are not speaking only -to the converted. Advocacy implies
education. We must educate those not yet aware of the value of art education. At every opportunity,
speak to counsellors, administrators, colleagues, parents, trustees and students. Explain to them
carefully and patiently why art education is important for every child. Invite them into your classroom
to see your students engaged in the learning process. Invite them to your shows and on your field trips.
Speak to students and parents on course selection night. Make sure art is represented on curriculum
committees, awards committees and on every decision making committee in your school. Share the
articles in this journal. Most importantly, don't give up!

In closing I would like to thank the contributors to this journal, those that submitted articles and
those that gave us permission to reprint articles. I would also like to thank Tim Varro who worked with
me on this volume.

And a special thanks to all of you who continue to work in the of art advocacy.

Margaret Scarr, Guest Editor
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ARTS EDUCATION:
WHY IT IS IMPORTANT

by The Arts Education Partnership Working Group

The arts must be viewed as im-
portantfor both their intrinsic and
their associated educational value.
Both dimensions can contribute
significantly to education reform.

Forms of Knowledge,
Ways of Knowing

The arts are valuable in and of
themselves. They are a source of
human insight and understanding
about the world and ourselves.
They connect us to the past and
help us imagine new possibilities
for the future. As Charles Fowler
has written in The Washington
Post:

"The arts are forms of thought
every bit as potent in what they
convey as mathematical and sci-
entific symbols. They are ways
we human beings "talk" to each
other. They are the languages of
civilization through which we
express our fears, our anxieties,
our curiosities, our hungers, our
discoveries, our hopes. The arts
are modes of communication that
give us access to the stored wis-
dom of the ages . . . Science and
technology do not tell us what it
means to be human. The arts do."

The arts represent multiple forms
of intelligence and multiple ways
of knowing the world that are not
duplicated by other means. In his
book, Frames of Mind: The Theory

of Multiple Intelligences (Basic
Books, 1983), Howard Gardner
has identified seven different
forms of intelligence: linguistic,
musical, logical/mathematical,
spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, and the
personal intelligences that permit
us to understand ourselves and
others. North American school-
ing generally emphasizes only two
of these linguistic and logical/
mathematical ignoring the other
potentials of the mind. Gardner
says (p. 356):

"Among those observers partial
to spatial, bodily, or musical forms
of knowing, as well as those who
favor a focus on the interpersonal
aspects of living, an inclination to
indict contemporary schooling
is understandable. The modern
secular school has simply- though
it need not have - neglected these
aspects of intellectual compe-
tence."

Arts education provides a new
approach. While creative writing
explores and develops linguistic
potential, music education nur-
tures musical intelligence, visual
arts and design develop spatial
intelligence, dance draws upon
kinesthetic or movement intelli-
gence, and theater exercises the
personal intelligences. The arts
therefore help schools address the
total mind and cultivate the full
range of human potential.

As ways of knowing, the arts
involve us in complex uses of our
intelligence. Other developed
countries with which we com-
pete do not miss the opportunity
to ensure that their children have
opportunities to cultivate their ut-
most mental and emotional ca-
pacities. They seem to understand
something we have lost sight of:
To know neither the rich store-
house of human experience con-
tained in the arts nor the use of the
expressive and communicative
functions of the arts is to be
educationally deprived. The
rewarding and challenging activi-
ties of arts education are part of
every child's education.

Multiple Benefits

Experienced observers tell us, and
data increasingly supports claims,
that schools with strong arts pro-
grams regularly incur such ben-
efits as:

Intensified student motivation
to learn;
Better attendance among
students and teachers;
Increased graduation rates;
Improved multicultural under-
standing;
Renewed and invigorated
faculty;
More highly engaged students
(which traditional approaches
fail to inspire);
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Development of a higher
order of thinking skills, crea-
tivity, and problem-solving
ability; and
Greater community participa-
tion and support.

The arts contribute to an overall
culture of excellence in a school.
They are an effective means of
connecting children to each other
and helping them gain an under-
standing of the creators who pre-
ceded them. They provide schools
with a ready way to formulate
relationships across and among
traditional disciplines and to
connect ideas and notice patterns.
Works of art provide effective
means for linking information in
history and social studies, math-
ematics, science, and geography.
A work of art can lead to many
related areas of learning, opening
lines of inquiry, revealing that art,
like life, is lived in a complex
world not easily defined in
discrete subjects.

While the arts alone do not
deliver all these benefits, they can
be, and often are, a critical factor
in their occurrence. As the arts
transform teaching and learning,
they engage students in ways that
make these benefits much more
likely to be realized.

Based on these findings, the
position of the Working Group is
that:

The arts are forms of under-
standing and ways of know-
ing that are fundamentally
important to education;
The arts are important to
excellent education and to
effective school reform;
The most significant contribu-
tion of the arts to education
reform is the transformation of
teaching and learning;
This transformation is best
realized in the context of com-
prehensive, systemic educa-
tion reform; and

6

Art educators, artists, and arts
organizations must be strongly
encouraged to actively join in
local, state, and national
reform efforts.

EDITORS NOTE
Reprinted with permission from a
summary report entitled 'The Power of
the Arts to Transform Education"
published by The Arts Education
Partnership Working Group, Jan. 1993

"Reflecting on
the rigours and

disciplines involved
in the effective

practise of the arts
Robert Louis

Stevenson advised
that, "As soon as

you say lit will do'
you are finished as

an artist."
I think too that as

soon as we say that
education will do

without the arts then
in a very particular

sense we are
finished."

Prof. Ken Robinson
University of Warwick
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WHY ART IN EDUCATION AND
WHY ART EDUCATION?

by Elliot W Eisner

When a nation is at risk, when
from all sides we hear of the vast
number of functional illiterates
leaving our schools, when reme-
dial courses are over-subscribed
at even our most selective col-
leges, the thought of making the
case for so seemingly a marginal
subject as art in our schools is
especially daunting. How can one
recommend that the schools' most
precious resource time be
directed from what is truly basic
in education to the "luxury" of
studying art? How can one pro-
pose that teachers divert their at-.
tention from the skills that are
fundamental to economic well-
being to an area of study that
"properly" comes after basic edu-
cation needs have been met? How
can one propose a broad course
of study when the schools have
apparently been failing at their
more narrowly defined tasks?

It is this case for art and art educa-
tion I wish to present. This case
rests upon three major arguments.
First, work in the arts develops
unique and important mental
skills. Second, the arts represent
the highest of human achieve-
ments to which students should
have access. Third, the school is
the primary public institution that
can make such access possible
for the vast majority of students in
our nation.

It is tempting to reduce the possi-
bilities of education to simple
aspirations, to simplify complex
problems so that they seem ame-
nable to quick solutions, to
embrace images of schooling that
harken back to simpler, more rose-
coloured times. But such visions
of the past are inadequate
educational fare for the present.
The so-called basics the Three
Rs were never adequate in the
education offree men and women.
They are even less adequate
today.

The ability to experience the arts
of our culture is not an automatic
consequence of maturation. What
children are able to think about,
what they are able to experience,
the distance their imaginative life
allows them to travel are shaped
by the kind of educational lives
they have had an opportunity to
lead. For children and adoles-
cents, schooling defines a major
portion of their lives. Being com-
pelled by law to devote forty or
more weeks per year to school
creates for them a culture of op-
portunities or of opportunities
forgone. It is we, the adults who
created the policies that define
the educational environment in
which so much of their time is
spent, who influence the kinds of
minds children and adolescents
will have an opportunity to
develop. It is the curriculum of
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the school and the quality and
amount of time devoted to is vari-
ous parts that define the opportu-
nities students will have to be-
come "literate" in various fields
that animate and give substance
to our culture. In this sense it can
be reasonably argued that the
school's curriculum is a mind-
altering device.

Our educational policies are
designed to shape the minds of
the young. Of course, we do not
define these policies with such
aims in mind; our conceptions of
what we do are seldom so ambi-
tious. Yet the effect of our choices,
the nature of our priorities, the
messages we give to teachers,
school administrators, and not
least of all, students, do precisely
this. Through the curricular
choices we make we tell the young
what we believe is important for
them to learn. We tell teachers
what they should devote their
attention to. And we convey to
principals in countless ways how
their schools, hence how they,
will be evaluated.

In this scheme of things the arts
are seldom in the mainstream of
our values. We treat them as out-
side the core of schooling. Yet we
do this at the same time that our
culture regards the arts as among
the highest of human achieve-
ments: We build places we call
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museums to display the fruits of
artistic inquiry and construct con-
cert halls to experience the heights
we can reach through music. In
effect, we recognize as a culture
that the arts represent the apothe-
osis of human achievement yet,
paradoxically, we provide little
place for them in our schools.

The results of such neglect are
clear. Only a small percentage of
our population visits our muse-
ums or attends concert halls. For
most people, the achievements
presented in such places are other
people's delights. Yet through
taxation all citizens pay for them.
All of us underwrite what a small
minority can appreciate and
enjoy.

If the arts had no unique qualities,
if the achievements of great artists
were of no more consequence
than any program randomly se-
lected from daytime television,
the loss would not be significant.
Great art has something unique to
provide. The ability to experience
such art enlightens in a special
way and stretches the mind in the
process. The arts present to the
competent eye those facets of feel-
ing and insight that only artistic
form can reveal. There is no ver-
bal equivalent of Bach's Mass in B
Minor. Words cannot convey
what the music expresses. But the
messages in these works are not
there simply for the taking. They
must, so to speak, be recovered.
They must be read. The works
themselves must be unwrapped
to be experienced. School pro-
grams that do not provide ad-
equate time and attention to the
arts deny students access to a

stunning part of their culture. Such
students simply are unable to read
our most profound forms of hu-
man achievement.

I intentionally used the work
"read" in the previous sentence.
Visual and musical forms are
patterned forms. They are forms
that reflect a history. They are
forms influenced by purpose,
shaped by technology, and pos-
sessing the signature of their
authors. To recover the meanings
these forms possess requires an
ability to read the language they
use. It requires one to understand,
for example, that Monet would
paint the very same haystack four
times during the same day, not
because he was interested in hay-
stacks but because he was inter-
ested in the way light illuminated
them at different times. One prof-
its from understanding De
Chirico's interest in revealing the
world of the unconscious by jux-
taposing trains, clock towers, and
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huge artichokes. Artists have pur-
poses and their purposes differ.
The experience of art is enhanced
by understanding what artists have
wanted to accomplish.

We do, of course, recognize that
in the study of history Thomas
Jefferson's particular vision of
democracy is related to our un-
derstanding of the Declaration of
Independence. We teach children
about President Wilson's desire
to create a worldwide delibera-
tive body a League of Nations
and that his efforts are relevant for
understanding the period after
World War I. Indeed, it would be
a shallow historical understand-
ing or no understanding at all
to neglect such features of the
past. The fine arts require no less.
The argument thus far is straight-
forward. When, through our poli-
cies and priorities, we define the
school curriculum, we define what
students will have an opportunity
to learn. The opportunities they
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have to learn influence the char-
acter of their mental life.

Even though they represent the
highest levels of human achieve-
ment in our culture, the fine arts
are now afforded little place in
the school curriculum. At the
elementary school level they com-
mand less than 3 percent of the
instructional time per week, and
at the secondary level approxi-
mately 80 percent of all high
school students never enrol in a
fine arts course during the four
years they are in attendance. Less
than 3 percent of all school dis-
tricts require study in one of the
fine arts as condition for gradua-
tion.

The result of access denied is a
program of education that leaves
most students unable to partici-
pate in the arts; the great muse-
ums and concert halls that popu-
late the nation are the resources of
a small minority of our citizens.
Artistic literacy is a rare educa-
tional commodity.

Thus far the major argument I

have advanced focuses upon
access to what might be called
"cultural capital." There is, how-
ever, another line of argument

that I believe to be equally com-
pelling. This argument is that par-
ticular kinds mental processes are
elicited and developed by work
in the arts.

If one examines the character of
what is taught in schools, particu-
larly elementary schools, it be-
comes apparent that for the most
part the tasks that students con-
frontare characterized by a highly
rule-governed structure. For ex-
ample, arithmetic problems re-
quire that children learn the four
basic operations and how these
operations apply to the treatment
of numerals. To be correct in arith-
metic is to know the right way to
perform a particular operation. If
a student is in doubt, the student
can prove the answer by perform-
ing the appropriate operation.

In learning to spell, there is a
correct and an incorrect way to
arrange the letters that constitute
words in the English language.
The spelling of words, like the
problems children encounter in
arithmetic, are either correct or
incorrect. Similarly, in punctua-
tion, there tends to be a correct
and an incorrect way to evaluate
the sentences children are asked
to write. In learning to write there

are models that children are asked
to copy so that their letters can be
read. Even in early reading there
are correct meanings to the sen-
tences and paragraphs children
are asked to read. In short, the vast
majority of academic tasks young
children encounter in school are
driven by a rule-governed system
that provides little space for per-
sonal interpretation; right and
wrong are a part of the lexicon
that elementary school children
are taught to internalize.

What do such tasks mean for stu-
dents? What does it mean to chil-
dren to have a curriculum in which
fealty to rule is a pervasive fea-
ture? Such conditions can lead to
a population of rule followers.
One of the greatest of educational
fallacies, John Dewey once said,
is the belief that children learn
only what they are taught. Chil-
dren learn the covert lessons as
well. The school's curriculum is
currently heavily weighted toward
a rule-governed view of learning;
there is a correct and an incorrect
answer to each question raised,
the teacher knows the correct
answer, and the student's task is
to get it right.

"Art is part of the cultural heritage of every society.
Art can make an impact on a scale that is literally world wide.

It is therefore the responsibility of all educational agencies
to recognize art education as a fundamental part of

human growth and development."

Saskatchewan Society for Education Through Art

9
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In the arts no comparable "com-
forts" exist. There is no single
correct answer to an artistic prob-
lem; there are many. There is no
procedure to tell the student with
certainty that his or her solution is
correct. There is no algorithm that
one can use to solve an artistic
problem; one must depend upon
that most exquisite of human
capacities judgment.

The exercise of judgment in the
making of artistic images or in
their appreciation depends upon
the ability to cope with ambigu-
ity, to experience nuance, and to
weigh the trade-offs among alter-
native courses of action. These
skills represent not only the mind
operating in its finest hour, but are
precisely the skills that character-
ize our most complex adult life
tasks. The problems that perplex
us as adults are not those that can
be treated by algorithms and veri-
fied by proof. School programs
that inadvertently teach children
there is a correct answer to each
important problem they encoun-
ter mis-teach children in serious
ways. The cultivation of judgment
and the ability to be flexibly
purposive are best achieved when
the tasks and content children
encounter in school provide the
space for such skills to operate.
When the arts are well taught
such skills have an essential place.
There is yet another aspect of
mental development that effec-
tive teaching in the arts fosters.
Ironically, it is an aspect of hu-
man development that in our cul-
ture we regard as distinct from
mind. I speak of the cultivation of
the senses. Since Plato's time the

senses have been regarded as
separate from mental life; they are
considered lower in the hierarchy
of human capacities. We typi-
cally separate feeling from think-
ing, emotion from thought, the
head from the hand, and the mind
from the body. This view is mis-
taken. The eye is a part of the
mind, and the ability to read the
qualitative world in which we
live is the major avenue through
which those forms we call
thoughts are constructed. All
thinking requires a content, and
that content emanates from our
contact with the world. It is our
sensory system that first provides
the "material" we experience,
reflect upon, and eventually
manipulate. It is our capacity to
create images from the world we
are able to experience that feeds
our imagination. When our sensi-
bilities are dulled or ill-developed,
the content for reflection and
imagination is itself limited. The
sensibilities, wrote Herbert Read,
are the sources of our conscious-
ness. Learning to see and hear are
therefore the avenues through
which an awareness is raised. To
learn to see and to hear is to
achieve a realization of some
aspect of the world; it is to the
ability to achieve this realization
that the arts contribute so impor-
tantly. They call attention to the
qualities of the world, they direct
us to its subtleties, they distill and
present those qualities in vivid
and stable form. We can eventu-
ally see the geometries, they distill
and present those qualities in vivid
and stable form. We can
eventually see the geometries of
the city through a painting by
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Charles Sheeler or its loneliness
through one by Edward Hopper.
We begin to discover what fields
of colour can do through the work
of Josef Albers, or how the power
of line can shape our feeling
through the images of Franz Kline.
Our senses yield sensation and
from sensation we ascend to the
aesthetic. The aesthetic gives rise
to feel i ng. Unlike the anaesthetic,
which dulls it, art functions in the
service of feeling by reestablish-
ing the connection between mind
and the senses.

In schools these connections are
seldom recognized. The environ-
ment of schooling is often
aesthetically barren think of
the places where soft surfaces exist
in schools. It is difficult task. For-
mica desks occupying a right-an-
gled environment are easier to
recall. To the extent the arts bal-
ance the environmental picture,
to the extent they cultivate those
aspects of mental life that are now
neglected in the schools, they give
the young an opportunity to real-
ize their human potential. The
absence of the arts in the schools
is not only a denial of access to
the jewels of our culture, it is a
denial of the opportunity to culti-
vate the mental potential children
possess.

Why arts in the school? As con-
tent, the arts represent man's best
work. Our children ought to have
access to such work, and they
should know that we care that
they do. When we define our
school curricula, we not only pro-
vide children with access to the
intellectual and artistic capital of

8



our culture, we also tell the young
what we value for them. Surely
the arts are among the things we
ought to care about.

The arts are important not only
because of what they represent,
they are important because of the
ways in which they engage and
develop human intellectual abil-
ity. To learn to see and to make
visual forms are complex and sub-
tle tasks. The child needs to learn
how to look, not simply to assign
a label to what is seen, but to
experience the qualities he at-
tends. Artistic tasks, unlike so
much of what is now taught in
schools, develop the ability to
judge, to assess, to experience a

range of meanings that exceed
what we are able to say in words.
The limits of language are not the
limits of our consciousness. The
arts, more than any other area of
human endeavour, exploit this
important human capacity.

Even if we were to argue that the
arts can make exquisite contribu-
tions to the quality of our lives, it
would not follow automatically
that they should be taught in the
schools. It takes no great leap of
imagination to recognize that the
achievements about which I have
written do not occur on their own.
One does not acquire subtle and
complex abbreviations of com-
plicated forms simply by getting

11

older. What the culture in general
provides particularly in the arts

cultivates only a small fraction
of what children are capable of
achieving. Not to provide for an
effective program in arts educa-
tion in the schools is to teach
children we do not care about the
arts and that it is unimportant that
they learn to read them. If these
are not the messages we wish to
convey, then programs must be
provided, time must be made
available, and teachers must ac-
quire the skills to teach the arts in
substantive and meaningful ways.
Without a program, adequate
time, and skilled teaching, our
aspirations in this area, as in any
other, are no more than empty
hopes.

Why arts education? Because
without it the vast majority of our
children will be denied access to
the arts and to the opportunities to
develop the mental skills that work
in the arts makes possible. We
can choose to restrict our pro-
gram and deny our children their
cultural legacy or we can give
them the opportunity to partici-
pate in the artistic wealth our
culture possesses. What kind of
children and what kind of culture
do we want?

Elliot W. Eisner
Stanford University

1984

Reprinted with permission
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INFORMED ADVOCACY
AND ART EDUCATION

by Rita L. Irwin

Many changes are happening in
our society and in our educa-
tional system. Having lived and
worked in three provinces now, I
have come to recognize some of
the similarities we hold as Cana-
dians, educators, and art educa-
tors across Canada. Though there
are also distinctdifferences among
the people and institutions in each
of these provinces, there is a trend
in Western and Central Canada
towards "integration" among
school subject areas and ability
levels of students, especially from
kindergarten through grade nine.
This represents a departure from
teaching subjects as discrete bod-
ies of knowledge or disciplines.
The secondary or high school level
has not escaped this trend, though
the relevant political actions taken
often point to the profound ten-
sion between the extremes of sub-
jects taught as disciplines and of
subjects taught through interdis-
ciplinary or integrated projects.
Integration is also a word used by
those who support the integration
of all ability levels of students into
one classroom setting. This prac-
tice also raises fundamental ques-
tions about teaching and learn-
ing. These issues form the context
in which all of us work within art
education today. Clarifying and
articulating where we feel the arts
fit in this new view of teaching
and learning is imperative if we
are to proceed with any kind of
advocacy for the arts in educa-

tion. Therefore, I would strongly
encourage each of us to engage in
dialogue and debate with one
another regarding such issues.
Consensus building is the process
that will yield understanding,
respect, and justice. It will also
yield critical leadership rather than
blind followership.

I am going to take the liberty right
now of suggesting that with the
trend toward integration among
subject areas, also comes a dan-
gerous view of dismissing the in-
tegrity of each of the arts disci-
plines. This does not mean that
we should discourage integration
of subject matter, but rather that
we should be very clear about
what it is that we are teaching
from each of the disciplines. In
this way, integration is not an
easy solution to an old problem,
but a more involved approach to
solving the same problem: what
learning is of most worth and how
should it be taught? My role is not
to provide answers to questions
like this, but to raise the ques-
tions. If we are to be advocates for
art and art education, we must be
very clear about what we believe
about art and want to achieve. For
you see, advocacy for the sake of
advocacy is mislead. There have
been times in the past when
advocacy efforts began to trivialize
art itself. For instance, when
patrons dressed up to be seen at
an art gallery opening or an n-
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ing night at the theatre, the "being
seen at the event" became more
important than responding to the
art itself. When we have promoted
school-based art exhibitions and
performances in conjunction with
seasonal and festive activities, we
were tempted to celebrate the
activity rather the experience of
creation. When we donated
money to art organizations, we
may have been lead by taxable
deductions rather than commit-
ment through financial support.
Then again, how many of us
wanted our names listed beside
well-known community patrons
who have also donated more than
$50 this year to a local cause? Yet,
many of these patrons remain
uneducated in any field of the
arts. Finally, how many of us say
we believe that all children should
have access to quality art educa-
tion, yet we have never acted
upon our beliefs and become
involved in creating and respond-
ing to a variety of the arts
ourselves? How many of us have
just decided that fighting for the
arts is a losing battle and have
neglected to lobby school,
district, or provincial levels of
government to have policies
changed to recognize the value of
art in education?

All of these examples have one
thing in common: the difference
between informed and unin-
formed advocacy. Advocacy for
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the sake of advocacy is not
enough. Advocacy must be
principled, that is, bound by
ethical responsibilities and
commitment. The priority in any
advocacy movement must be
lead by clearly articulated goals.
In the case of art education, no
matter how we conceive of teach-
ing and learning in the arts, we
must be guided by giving priority
to the individual student, the
creation of art, and the discipline
and experience of art. The inter-
pretation of these priorities is left
to the professional artistic and
educational community.

Through my involvement with a
variety of arts organizations, I have
come to recognize four principles
that gu ide advocacy efforts. I have
chosen to refer to them as princi-
ples because we must remember
our ethical commitment to the
promotion of art. As art educa-
tors, we are ethically responsible
to our students and the society in
which we work. The four princi-

ples in which I refer are: public
awareness, professional develop-
ment, policy-making, and patron-
age. None of these are more
important than any other and as
such, each contribute substantially
to creating informed advocacy.

PUBLIC AWARENESS
The public often lacks an under-
standing of the significance of the
arts in education. Therefore, a
number of strategies need to be
employed to encourage individu-
als in the community to become
personally involved in the arts.
As more individuals become
involved, a community of voices
will soon be heard.

Encouraging members of the corn-
munity to consider the importance
of art in education may be best
handled through the provision of
information about events or
programs such as artists in the
schools, local performances,
travelling shows, recent arts pub-
lications, volunteers for arts

events, etc. To provide the above
support, advocacy groups should
attend to publicity, publications,
and promotion. Each of these
include slightly different content
and may be directed toward a
specific audience.

Publicity may be viewed as
advertisingfor specific groups, and
in so doing, may be used to raise
an awareness among the public
as to the number of quality art
programs that are available. As
people become informed, they
are more likely to participate in
the events or programs, thus
increasing the level of support.
Publicity is often associated with
newspaper articles, radio
announcements, and television
advertising.

Publications in the arts should
provide substantive information
to the public rather than advertis-
ing for specific audiences. Typi-
cal arts education publications
include curriculum guidelines

"It is our belief that arts education is valuable not only in and

of itself but, moreover, that it is a catalyst for interdisciplinary

learning, multicultural understanding, the design andapplication

of new and emerging technologies, the fostering of access

and equity in learning, and the development of

assessment techniques."

Leilani Latin Duke, Getty Centre for Education in the Arts
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and resource materials for teach-
ers. Often we assume that the
public includes only those peo-
ple who are not educators, but if
you think about it, we have a large
public within our profession
which we cannot neglect. At the
recent Canadian Society for Edu-
cation Through Art (CSEA) Sym-
posium, one of the common con-
cerns expressed by teachers was
the lack of support materials that
could be taken to principals or
superintendents promoting the
substance and design of quality
arts education programs. Though
many of these people are special-
ists in the field, they feel alone in
their endeavours to promote art.
Brochures that detail what a qual-
ity art, music, drama, or dance
program looks like across the prov-
ince or country would not only
describe the content of a program
but would send the message that
this kind of program is expected
elsewhere. With the dismissal of
so many arts consultants in recent
years, this kind of publication takes
on added significance to teach-
ers. They need to feel they can
articulate the value and substance
of an art program. In my experi-
ence,-these kinds of brochures are
a valuable source of information
for parents and the general public
as well. In particular, parent-
school associations and school
board trustees would all benefit
from such brochures.

Promotional activities take the
above efforts of publicity and pub-
lications and systematically plan
to provide information to specific
and general audiences across the
year. An easy way to conceive of

such a plan is to list all of the
stakeholders-in one column verti-
cally, while listing samples of in-
formation and publications in one
horizontal and perpendicular
row, thereby forming the basis of
a grid. By checking through the
grid, an arts advocacygroup could
systematically speak to each
stakeholder group specifically
through publicity and publications
several times during the year, and
in a more general way, several
more times during the year. By
maintaining such a constant
profile, art programs become
more visible and more likely to
become recognized by the
general public and in turn, by
key decision-makers.

If an art advocacy group consid-
ered the above, they might be
compelled to design a specific
brochure for superintendents, trus-
tees, and \or principals, while
designing another brochure to
address the questions raised by
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parents. How many of us have set
out such a plan? By establishing a
systematic plan, publications can
be designed one year for meeting
the needs of generalist primary
teachers who have never taught
art with the subsequent year meet-
ing the needs of another group of
educators. Setting up a systematic
promotional system will also help
an art advocacy group define its
priorities according to its primary
goals for art education.

If you are a member of an art
advocacy group, the above may
seem like an awfully large task. It
is, if we think that only a small
group are responsible for advo-
cacy. On the contrary, all art or-
ganizations should actively assist
teachers to be art advocates.
Teachers can be very effective
advocates if they believe they can
be teacher-leaders. One of our
greatest problems as educators,is
our fear of discussing our subject
with colleagues, parents, and ad-
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ministrators. As teacher-leaders
we need to keep informed of what
is happening in our field and then
share this knowledge or informa-
tion with others while we talk
with them informally. Popular mis-
conceptions about arts education
can gradually be dismissed if we
only talk to people. This leads to
another form of teacher-leader-
ship: articulating the role of the
arts in a balanced curriculum for
the benefit of all teachers and
administrators. Non-art special-
ists will also come to appreciate
the role of art as special activities
give visibility to art programs. The
only concern here may be in how
the latter strategy is perceived
within the total program of the
school. In other words, art pro-
grams may work with, rather than
as a hand maiden to, other disci-
pline areas.

Another way teachers can be lead-
ers is by personally and profes-
sionally maintaining their involve-
ment and commitment to their
chosen artistic field. Through
modeling our commitment to cre-
ating or appreciating art, we have
greater credibility in the eyes of
the public and our colleagues. As
we model our commitment, other
subject matter specialists may be
more inclined to personally expe-
rience art. If you think of it, if we
have felt success with something,
we are more likely to be support-
ive of it. Just as art advocacy groups
should set up a systematic promo-
tional plan, teacher leaders should
endeavour to discuss the role of
art in education with colleagues
as well as school-based and dis-
trict-level administration. The

more these people hear from art
educators, the more informed they
will become.

Art advocacy groups at the re-
gional or provincial level might
consider other ways of acting like
teacher-leaders who promote art
education through discussion with
a variety of stakeholder groups.
For instance, regional seminars
for parents one year and school
trustees the next. The production
of videotapes or audiotapes that
portray, describe, and interpret
quality art programs, are another
good source for promotion.

In summary, public awareness is
an important principle of informed
advocacy. Four characteristics of
this principle should be attended
to by individuals and groups
concerned with arts education
advocacy: publicity, publications,
promotional activities, and teach-
ers as leaders.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Generalists and specialists alike
need to feel confident with the
subject matter they are teaching
students. If this confidence is not
achieved, arts programming is
seriously jeopardized. Therefore,
the principle of professional
development must be continu-
ously addressed for and by all
educators.

Most art advocacy groups already
provide a great deal of profes-
sional development activities. A
range of staffing patterns exist in
elementary and secondary
schools: generalists, generalists
who take on specialist responsi-
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bilities, and specialists. Each of
these groups of educators have
different needs which become
more punctuated by the various
levels of instruction held by teach-
ers. A wide variety of preservice,
inservice, and staff development
activities should be carefully
designed to assist the specific
needs of the teacher. In the past,
many staff development activities
sought to change beliefs and atti-
tudes in an effort to change and
improve classroom instruction,
which in turn would improve stu-
dent learning. In recent years,
researchers have come to realize
that teachers need to see the ben-
efits of new teaching practices in
their own classrooms through
improved student learning
outcomes, before teachers will
integrate these new experiences
into new beliefs, and attitudes. All
of us know that change is a long,
slow process. As long as we take
the time to give teachers regular
instruction and feedback as they
try new ideas, provide additional
feedback as to how students are
coping with the change, and fol-
low-through with additional sup-
port as needed, all teachers will
change and improve their teach-
ing practices. All levels of leader-
ship, that is, local, provincial, and
national, need to provide profes-
sional development experiences
and feedback for teachers and
their art programs. As we have
learned in recent years, co-opera-
tive and collegial support groups
formed through such experiences
will encourage networks of teach-
ers learning and working together
toward common goals.
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POLICY-MAKING
All art organizations, at all levels
(local, provincial, and national)
need to be concerned with devel-
oping and promoting art educa-
tion policy. Ideally, policies from
one level to another should be
philosophically parallel or
consistent among one another. If
they are, then packages or sets of
policies can be delivered to deci-
sion makers as a concerted force
of professional consensus. How-
ever, all art organizations should
be primarily concerned with
developing art education policy
that meets the needs of their
clientele and their mandates.
Government departments that are
responsible for certification of
teachers need to be lobbied by
provincial art education associa-
tions to increase the amount of
time dedicated to learning the arts
in preservice programs. These
same departments need to be
reminded of the constant inservice
needs of teachers through policy
statements devised by arts educa-
tion organizations. Whatever the
goal of the art advocacy group
might be requires considerable
lobbying for political and educa-
tional change. This is no small
task and remains a constant
concern to art educators.

There are many times that as art
educators we forget about coun-
terpart art organizations who
could give us additional support.
These organizations may not be
lead primarily by educative goals,
but they are dedicated to the arts.
The more we network with these
organizations and people, the
more support we will gain for our

own cause. We need to increase
our critical mass of advocates if
we are ever to cause substantial
societal change.

Just as the principle of public
awareness needs to be supported
through promotional strategies of
systematic timelines detailing ini-
tiatives, so too does the principle
of policy-making. Art organiza-
tions need to raise important is-
sues with their membership in
order to bring about debate and
dialogue. Through discussion and
clarification, appropriate and rea-
sonable timelines can be designed
to write and rewrite potential
policy statements. With further
reflection and reference to cur-
rent research in the professional
field, policy statements will have
an even greater chance of being
viewed as having integrity.

PATRONAGE
In the past, patronage has been
regarded as simply financial sup-

port for individual artists or art
institutions. In more recent years,
patronage has come to reach be-
yond this definition to also in-
clude advocacy. Yes, funding in
the arts needs to be increased and
so public and private financial
support is sorely necessary. How-
ever, there is an even greater need
for private and public support
through informed advocacy. Non-
professional patrons of the arts
need to become informed on what
constitutes quality art education
programs. They need to learn what
objectives art educators have for
their programs and for their stu-
dents. They need to recognize the
primacy and integrity of the arts as
being central to education. This
call for an informed view of advo-
cacy flies in the face of past pa-
tronage when individuals gave
money to institutions without ever
attending a function, celebrating
an achievement, or recognizing
an artist or artisan. This form of
advocacy also calls into question
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the current practice of corpora-
tions donating financial support
to individuals or institutions with-
out taking express interest in the
experience or creation of art
itself. Marketing consumables
and trivializing artifacts does not
encourage meaningful under-
standing of the artistic process
and eventual products. Informed
advocates would be educated in
and about the arts, and through,
personal and professional com-
mitment, act as spokespersons on
behalf of the arts in education.

A very important strategy to
strengthen the principle of pa-
tronage is the networking and sub-
sequent dialogue among groups
of artists, educators, patrons, and
others interested in advocacy. As
each brings their ideas, precon-
ceptions, and numerous compe-
tencies to the shared commitment
of promoting art, a greater sense
of commitment among the artistic
community will emerge. This par-

ticipation is critical to advocacy
efforts. We have to feel like we
can learn from one another and
thus communication remains an
endless goal of all advocates.

IN SUMMARY
What I have shared with you may
be viewed as a series of ideas that
we have all heard before. Advo-
cacy is not new. If I have tried to
bring anything different to this
notion of advocacy, it is that we
have to remain principled in our
efforts. We cannot forget what we
are all about. Art is our personal
passion and art education is our
professional passion. Each of us
can remember why we came into
our roles as arts educators. I am
sure we each have our stories of
how the creation of an image or a
performance consumed our ener-
gies and somehow made the
whole world make sense. We
cannot afford to lose sight of why
we came to be artists and educa-
tors. We have an ethical responsi-
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bility to ourselves, our students,
and our public. We have to
believe in the integrity of art, and
provide an educated and informed
view for all individuals who are
willing to commit themselves to
being art advocates. We cannot
be advocates for the sake of com-
plaining or pleading any longer.
We have to believe in the integrity
of the arts and we have to believe
in the primacy of the arts in a
balanced curriculum. If we com-
mit ourselves to this belief and
articulate the experiences or
reasons behind these beliefs in a
constant yet penetrating manner,
we will find more and more
people who will support art.
Advocacy is simply a way of
communicating between those
who support art and those who
make decisions regarding the
arts. The message we deliver' is
very important but the technique
used to deliver the message also
becomes the message. This plea
for accountability and responsi-
bility is not often heard in profes-
sional circles. But then again, if
we really are committed to art,
we already know and appreciate
what we have and what others
have yet to find.

For a more elaborate version of this topic please
see: Irwin, R.L. (1993). The four principles of art
advocacy: Public awareness, professional devel-
opment, policy making, and patronage. Art Educa-
tion, 46(1), 71-77.
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Rita L. Irwin, Assistant Professor
Visual and Performing Arts in

Education. University of British
Columbia, 2125 Main Mall,

Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1Z4
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SEEING THROUGH
THE EYES OF THE ARTS

Let me begin with some pedantic
observations. Education, from
educare means "to lead out"; out
of chaos into order. It is the most
important thing that happens to
us in our lives.

At the moment, and for years to
come, the human species is trying
to educate itself to live with the
colossal power of modern tech-
nologywhich itself was one of
the fruits of education.

A new collectivity, the United
Nations, must lead us out of the
jungle of war toward a new inter-
national order. If, today, the new
order looks all too much like the
old jungle we would complain,
but not despair. For education is a
creative actthe fashioning of
something that has shape from a
recalcitrant material. The path to
creation whether in art, science
or politics, is never a straight one.

In the instrument of creation, in
your field or mine, is contempla-
tion. The Latin for that is
"cogitare"; "to think". The real
meaning of the word cogitare,
one is told, is "to shake together".
This is something that I have
been doing since, at the age of
eight, I got my first chemistry set.
In those distant days the realiza-
tion of my goal was signalled by a
stench or a bang. Later I learned
to shake things together with more

by John C. Polanyi

definite, though not necessarily
more wondrous ends in view.

in the process of education we
learn to manipulate the elements
of composition as much through
the arts as through the sciences.
The sciences are distinguished
by dealing largely with the parts
of human experience than can
be quantified. But not exclusively.
For if that were all they dealt
with, science would be a fruitless
pursuit.

Because two measurements agree,
it does not follow that one has
made a discovery. When, one
snowy day, Pooh and Piglet made
their famous discovery that their
footsteps fitted precisely into those
which preceded them they con-
cluded, eventually, that they
might have been walking in a
circle. There are, it seems, certain
simply symmetrics that form a
part of the experience even of a
bear and a pig.

The scientist whose eye has been
educated through the arts has
access to more subtle symmetries.
Any individual who is required to
thinkand in a democracy one
must pray that this includes the
majoritywill know so more ef-
fectively if she or he has at some
time experienced the creative
process through the arts.
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It is, as you know, a terrifying
experience to think. Problems as
yet unsolved, in common with
painting unpainted, give the
appearance of being forever
beyond our reach. One thinks
here again of the Middle East, as
also of the wider problem of arriv-
ing at a global modus vivendi
without blundering into a calami
tous world war. You will under-
stand, therefore, that I do not pick
my example at random when I
attempt to illustrate the fearful
adventure of creating in terms of
Picasso's sketches for Guernica.
There have been two events in
this century that marked the dawn
of a new age. They reinforced one
another in such a way as to change
the course of history, as it is

changed only once in the course
of several millennia. The first of
these events was attitudinal and
the second technological. I have
in mind first of all the acceptance
of the concept of total war. This
many of us have come to associ-
ate with the Spanish town of
Guernica. The second pivotal
event which came a very few
years later, was the invention of
nuclear weapons, which made
total war a threat to the very exist-
ence of our species. Neither of
these events is, in my view,
reversible.

What is required of us is that we
educate ourselves to a new view
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of the 'world in which we put our
humanity and our obligation to
the future of humankind ahead of
sectarian interests. It is a vast
challenge to education.

The challenge, though presented
in part by science, can only be
met through marshalling the
enormous power of the arts:
speech, literature, theatre, poetry,
painting, sculpture, music and
dance.

To recapitulate I have said two
things. First, that scientific discov-
ery, since it depends upon giving
shape to observations, draws
strength from the arts. And sec-
ond, that our ability to adjust to a
world transformed by science will
depend once again on the power
of the arts, to stimulate and guide
our thinking.

Here then is an example of the
civilizing effect of the arts through
painting.

On April 26,1937, Franco's and
Hitler's airforces, allied in the
Spanish Civil War, attacked a ci-
vilian target, Guernica. The at-
tack was a pin-prick compared
with those we see in contempo-
rary warfare, nonetheless it filled
the world with horror.

I was eight years old at the time
and I watched the bombing of
Guernica on the Pathe newsreel
at the Tatler cinema in Manches-
ter. The audience, I recall, sat still
and quiet as they watched pic-
tures in which small black flecks
floated down toward the fleeing
figures below. The name Guernica
would by now have been forgot-
ten but for the fact that the events
of that day call out to us from
Picasso's mural.

I show you three sketches, dated.
May 1,1937, in which Picasso
cogitated on this event, "shaking"
the symbolic elements together
extinguished lights, tortured crea-
tures, shattered infants, lament-
ing parentsbefore having them
fall in place in a composition in
which each element supported
the others. I have never seen the
original (in the Prado, Madrid) but
for me, as for millions of others, it
is one of the most powerful
expressions of the damage of
modern war.

At the time it was considered a
shockingly abstract canvas.
Shocking it was, and remains.
Abstract it never was, unless one
regards E=mc2, because it is

expressed symbolically, as an
abstraction. Guernica constitutes
an observation and warning in
regard to the new age.

A work of art, I wish to suggest, is
not merely an artifact, an object
created, but also a discovery since
it makes a statement that is true.

The culmination of Picasso's
experimentation with Guernica
was not an arbitrary terminus, any
more than the conclusion of a
scientific paper is arbitrary. Both
can equally well be described at
their close as something created
or both as something discovered,
since both elements are present.

The scientist and artist communi-
cate with the world they inhabit,
as a blind person does with a
cane. If he holds the cane tightly
he is a scientist receiving the
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"The true artist, like the true scientist, is a researcher
using materials and techniques to dig into the truth and meaning

of the world in which he himself lives, and what he creates,
or better perhaps, brings back, are the objective,

results of his explorations."

Paul Strand, photographer

impressions that nature makes on
the people, with minimal
involvement of the instrument of
measurement. If he holds the
cane loosely he is more of an
artist, since he seeks to be con-
scious not only of the world but
also of the instrument through
which he perceives it, be it a
chisel, a brush, or a baton.

The difference between the artist
and scientist as an explorer is a
subtle one, and I have surely failed
to do it justice. But it is the
similarity that is more important.
Both categories of explorer, when
they succeed, become discover-
ers. Since the world they explore
is the same, the means by which
they explore it must be comple-
mentary. They have an unlimited
amount to teach one another.

Is this obscure? To me, as a prac-
tising scientist, it appears self-evi-
dent.

Perhaps I should now tell you
how the pursuit of science looks
to this practitioner.

First of all it is not a passive but an
active pursuit. When Isherwood
wrote "I am a Camera" in his
Berlin diary, he was engaged in
hiding behind that statement. He
was, in fact a part of what he saw
in the Berlin of the late 1930's.

Neither I, nor any other scientist,
can lay claim to being a camera.
The camera is in fact incapable of
seeing. That is why it is not (adver-
tisements notwithstanding) idiot
proof. I have repeatedly proved
the contrary. The reason is that
the camera cannot aim itself, can-
not compose the picture, and can-
not decide whether to focus on
the foreground, middle ground,
or background.

A favourite illustration of the fact
that seeing is a function into which
the observer, whether artist or
scientist, projects her or himself is
the way in which we view what
some people call a reversible
goblet, the invention of a Mr. Edgar
Rubin. The observer, by a con-
scious act of will, determines not
what his eyes see, but is what his
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mind acknowledges is what his
eyes have seen.

Even at the unconscious level,
seeing is an actionan act of
discovery. Behaviourial psycholo-
gists have now recorded the move-
ment of an individual's eye when,
as one might think, he is passively
viewing an object. The eye is not
merely receiving signals, it is ac-
tively and continuously seeking
them. It is feeling its way around
the object.

Since the eye belongs to an adult,
it is bringing all that the individual
knows about the world to bear on
the viewed object. The object is
scanned not as the electron beam
scans the face of a television tube,
but as the artist sketches a subject.
First the viewer's eyes establishes
the major outlines, and then it
returns to the featuresthe eyes,
mouth, nose and earsthat are
considered to be most likely to
prove revealing.

A viewer from another culture, for
example an oriental viewer, might
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use his eye differently, just as an
oriental hand would sketch
differently. The act of seeing is a
cultural act.

This rich pattern of activity takes
place without the volition of the
viewer. It is an inescapable part of
consciousness.

My wife was handed this card by
a visiting Shriner in Toronto. He
asked her whether she was good
at proofreading, and then had her
read from this card. Try it. I estab-
lished some sort of a record by
misreading the text more tena-
ciously than anyone else, so de-
termined was I to shape it to my
cultural preconditioning.

One could readily expand on this
list of examples, but these are
enough to make the point that in
the most elementary acts of see-
ing one is involved in a commit-
ment to a set of believers regard-
ing what is more or less probable,
and what is more or less impor-
tant beliefs that draw upon
intellectual milieu that we call
our " culture".

If the act of observation, and
therefore the pursuit of science,
consists of a culturally conditioned
sketching with the mind's eye,
then one is bound to wonder
whether one can distinguish
science from any of the arts.

The confusion represents a better
starting point for understanding
science than most. It leads us to
the recognition that the enormous
power of science lies in the subtle

ways in which it differs from the
other arts.

At first sight the differences are
not such as to commend science
to us. Where the artist dares to
start by shaping a complete pic-
ture, the scientist merely hopes to
end with one. The scientist's start-
ing point is narrow. The subject
being viewed, he believes, should
be seen as far as possible, in iso-
lation. It should be as simple a
subject as possible. The explana-
tion offeredthat is to say the
representation of what is being
observedshould be simpler
still. In common with the artist,
the scientist is groping ceaselessly
for symmetries, for patterns.
Unlike the artist he forswears all
patterns but those irreducible to
simpler ones.

In this Renaissance picture the
artist, Darer, pays homage to the
scientist. The scientist, atthe right,
is a noble figure, impressive for
his concentration on the task at
hand. At the same time the under-
taking has its tragic aspects since
it is designed to reduce the
shadings of a voluptuous figure to
a Cartesian function of two
coordinates. A living form is in
the process of being reduced to a
catalogue of distances, x and y,
measured on a plane.
Trivialization and dehumaniza-
tion are hazards of the scientific
method.

Derer did not, however, underes-
timate the importance of this
undertaking, nor should we.
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So great was the power of science
four centuries later, that art was
paying science the compliment
of attempting to gain power
through a comparable reduction
of its own subject matter, to in-
clude only the simplest of
symmetries. For a short time art
did indeed succeed in gaining
power through this extreme
economy of means. It took the
genius of Picasso to burlesque the
trend to reductionism in art, of
which he himself was among the
mightiest exponents.

This final slide will service as a
reminder of the central theme of
this talk which is that the arts and
sciences are complementary ways
of seeing the world, and that by
educating our vision they cause
us to see ourselves afresh.

Since we express our view of our-
selves most clearly in our actions
there will always be a section of
society that regards the thinking
that underlies those actions as
being of subsidiary importance.
To be professionally engaged in
playing with forms, as the artist
does, or with symbols, as we sci-
entists do, is to appear to be lead-
ing a frivOlous life.

Here again, in the accusations
that are made against us, the artist
and the scientist find themselves
on common ground.

I and my colleagues are engaged
in basic science. We address, or
should address, those questions
which are of the greatest impor-
tance to understanding nature, and
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which in addition give evidence
of being answerable in a reason-
able time-span at an acceptable
cost.

In doing this we have no specific
application in view, since before
making a discovery it is difficult to
know what it may best be used
for. Instead we make our discov-
eries where, at any given time,
nature permits them to be made.
To the charge of irrelevance we
respond that it is only the failure
to make discoveries that leads to
irrelevance. It is on this basis that
we seek creative freedom.

But that emphatically does not
include the freedom to do work
that is shoddy or derivative or
third-rate, either in science or in
art.

The charge of irrelevance is most
effectively belied by oppressive
regimes, which fear the independ-
ence of mind of the scientist and
the artist, and rear them about
equally. Here again your commu-
nity and mine find common
groundthis time in the prison
cell.

Not long ago Ceausescu, the
tyrant of Romania, installed his
wife as President of the Romanian
Academy of Science, and not
because of her scientific prowess.
In one neighbouring country
Sakharov was in exile and in
another Havel, the playwright now
President, was in prison.

Among the supposedly "irrel-
evant" the only individuals as
dangerous as physicists to regimes

se-
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that fear thought are poets, since
both have a passionate interest in
the truth.

I should like to close with these
remarks to salute Mr. Gang Liu,
aged 29, a physicist who is on trial
for his life today in Beijing, China.
Inspired by another Chinese
physicist, Lizhi Fang, Mr. Liu took
a public stand in favour of free-
dom of thought and discussion.
He was one of the organizers of
the sit-in in Tiananmen Square
two years ago. Our thoughts are
with him; we wonder at the
source-of his courage. A great
civilization debases itself by
treating those who embrace
freedom as criminals.

It has seemed in recent times that
those who treasured the truth were
on the winning side. If so, it is in
substantial measure because the
arts and the sciences have kept
the name of independent thought
alive under the most adverse cir-
cumstances. How much more im-
portant the arts and sciences can
be in nations where they are per-
mitted to flourish.

John C. Polanyi Polanyi (Professor,
University of Toronto,Canada)

Reprinted with permission
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MORE THAN PUMPKINS IN OCTOBER -

VISUAL LITERACY IN THE 21ST CENTURY

PART 1. THE IMPORTANCE OF
ART EDUCATION

WHY DO STUDENTS NEED
SUBSTANTIVE ART EDUCATION?
What exactly can art education
be and how can it promote crea-
tivity and enrich students' educa-
tional development? What is in-
volved in putting together a qual-
ity K-12 visual arts program? And
what can art education add to the
development of the whole child?
As a school board member, these
are the types of questions you
want answered.

It's likely, however, that these and
other questions about art educa-
tion haven't been dealt with dur-
ing your school system's curricu-
lum discussions. Too often in the
past, the main arguments for art
instruction have been "soft," emo-
tional ones rather than cognitive
ones, usually along the lines of
"art is good for students" and that
including it in the curriculum is
the "right thing to do."

Such arguments aren't compel-
ling enough these days, when
parents want an education for thei r
children that will enhance overall
competence and ability to
achieve. But there are sound
arguments that the inclusion in
basic curricula of comprehensive
visual arts education (and its new
type of art education coursework)
is increasingly necessary if

by National School Boards Association

students are to receive a complete
and balanced education.

A complete education that pre-
pares students to succeed in the
21st century should include a
comprehensive visual arts pro-
gram as an integral part of the
K-12 curriculum. Because it
fleshes out the core curriculum
beyond the bareboned basics, art
education is a 21st century essen -.
tial that helps create well rounded
graduates with multidimensional
interests and capabilities.

Further, a growing body of evi-
dence from classrooms indicate
that strengths gained in the study
of art carry over into other subject
areas. Skillfully taught and inte-
grated into the general curricu-
lum, the arts help achieve many
of the aims of education reform. A
study of the arts gives children the
tools to see and make valid judg-
ments about their environments.
The arts also provide an effective
bridge to understanding and ap-
preciating other cultures.

An educationally substantive,
sequenced, comprehensive visual
arts program expands knowledge
and contributes to developing stu-
dents' reasoning capabilities. It
helps students develop concen-
tration and encourages them to
think critically. In today's increas-
ingly visual and interconnected
world, comprehensive visual arts
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education teaches students to be
visually I iterateand multicultural ly
sensitive and aware. In addition,
using art images when teaching
math, science, geography, litera-
ture, and other subjects can
increase student learning and
improve attitudes toward learn-
ing. Such a program is academi-
cally worthwhile and provides
opportunities for all students, not
just budding artists. As in other
subjects, student learning can be
evaluated through graded home-
work, classroom assignments,
studio work, portfolios, and tests.
An effective art education
program is more like other parts of
the curriculum than unlike.

Increasingly, the reasons for pro-
viding art education are becom-
ing clearly understood and widely
supported. National organiza-
tions, including the Council of
Chief State School Officers, the
Council for Basic Education, and
the National Conference of State
Legislatures, endorse this com-
prehensive approach to visual arts
education. In 1990, for the first
time, the National School Boards
Association's Delegate Assembly
passed a resolution on art educa-
tion. The resolution reads:

"NSBA urges local school boards
to establish and maintain com-
prehensive, multi-faceted arts edu-
cation programs in their school
districts as a means of:
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A. providing students with train-
ing and experiences in the aes-
thetic qualities of the world around
them; B. allowing them to express
themselves through the arts; and
C. developing in them an appre-
ciation for the arts as an expres-
sive record of mankind's devel-
opment."

When put in place, such pro-
grams provide knowledge and
skills as well as enrichment. They
engage not only students' hands
but also their minds. Furthermore,
such programs have the potential
to benefit all students, from all
economic, social, racial, and
ethnic backgrounds.

This manual, written specifically
for you in your role as a school
board member, presents the phi-
losophy underlying substantive,
comprehensive visual arts educa-
tion programs; details suggestions
on how to put an effective, K-12
art education program in place;
provides case studies of ways ef-
fective programs are being imple-
mented; and lists resources to turn
to when creating a program. It
should help answer your ques-
tions about the value of art educa-
tion and provide a step-by-step
process for building a serious and
substantive art program in your
district.

WHY THE VISUAL ARTS?
IT'S AS SIMPLE AS ABC. Art is
Basic to the Curriculum. Without
incorporation of comprehensive
visual arts education in the core
curriculum, a student's schooling
is void of essential learning op-
portunities and thus incomplete.

"The arts must not only lie at the heart of

the classroom, but the classroom itself
must become a cultural experience"

Lise Bissonnette
(Publisher, Le Devoir, Montreal)

Arteducation helps provide a thor-
ough, balanced learning experi-
ence for all students.

While an effective K-12 visual
arts education program includes
the making of art, it also involves
much more. The four necessary
components of a comprehensive
visual arts programsometimes
referred to as discipline-based art
education or DBAEare art
history, art criticism, aesthetics
(understanding the nature of art),
and production of art. (More on
these four visual arts disciplines
shortly.) There is a growing
national awareness of the need
for this type of comprehensive
approach to teaching art. Already
more than 37 states have adopted
frameworks that reflect this
approach to art education. An
increasing number of states
mandate art education for high
school graduation and/or require
it for college entrance.

The value of art education to
schoolchildren often is vastly un-
derrated. Many peopleinclud-
ing many school board mem-
bershold beliefs about art edu-
cation that result in its relegation
to the margins of the curriculum.
This may be because they did not
have substantive, comprehensive
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visual arts instruction during their
own schooling.

The art education program that
results from following the guide-
lines presented in this publication
will be a multidimensional one
that helps develop the whole child.
It will help students become bet-
ter learners by teaching them to
analyze relationships, interpret
meanings, make judgments, and
work toward completing goals.

Such a program trains students to
solve problems in different ways,
helping them develop the con-
ceptual underpinnings needed to
cope with ambiguity in situations
where there is no immediate right
or wrong answer or where there
are several ways to arrive at a
solution. It serves as a counterbal-
ance to rote learning and multi-
ple-choice tests by helping to ex-
pand and refine the imagination
and to develop critical thinking
and reasoning skills.

In many school systems, current
visual arts programs need to
become more subject-based and
content-driven. In addition to
having students make art, it is also
valuable to expose them to art
and to help them understand art
through more substantive pro-
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grams that are evaluated, account-
able parts of the curriculum.

The need for art education is
gaining additional importance as
visual images take on more and
more societal importance and our
world becomes increasingly
visually oriented. Today's stu-
dents have grown up accustomed
to the fast-paced images on tel-
evision and in videos. As a result,
they often think in visual terms
and respond best to instruction
that has strong visual components.

Writing in the New York Times,
Robert W. Pittman, a senior ex-
ecutive at Time Warner Inc. and a
creator of the MW cable net-
work, notes "because of TV per-
haps, TV babies seem to perceive
visual messages better: that is,
through sense impressions. They
can 'read' a picture or understand
body language at a glance....
Whether we like this new multidi-
mensional language or not, it is
here. Only by learning to conduct
a dialogue that conforms to its
grammar can we improve the
chance of affecting change in
those whom we so desperately
need to reach."

Because the world is becoming
increasingly oriented to visual
communication, it is becoming
more important that today's visu-
ally attuned students receive train-
ing in interpreting and making
informed judgments about the
meanings of visual images. Put
another way, schools must help
them develop educated percep-
tion, providing training so that
students will understand whatthey

are seeing, who is presenting the
images, and why the images are
being shown to them.

A comprehensive visual arts pro-
gram enables students to interpret
images that come into their lives
on television, in magazines and
newspapers, on billboards and
albums and compact disc covers.
It can help them understand di-
versity, be comfortable with am-
biguity, and articulate similarities
and differences among cultures.

Art education helps students de-
velop the type of practical crea-
tivity needed to meet the chal-
lenges of a competitive world. As
Drew University President
Thomas H. Kean wrote while he
was governor of New Jersey, "The
engineer who has studied paint-
ing will grasp the 'utility' of beauty
in a world of increasingly sophis-
ticated design.... Creativity and
expressiveness will be valuable
commodities in an economy that
places a premium on adaptabil-
ity." Noting that businesses need
to hire workers with basic skills
that include problem-solving, lis-
tening, negotiating, and knowing
how to learn, President Kean goes
on to say, "art may well provide
the best career training a solici-
tous parent could hope for."

As the world moves toward a
global economy, the multicultural
nature of art helps provide a win-
dow into other cultures and
heighten awareness of the inter-
national community. Visual
language is a language we share
with all other cultures; having
access to this language provides
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skills for cross-cultural communi-
cation and understanding.

This multicultural dimension of
art education takes on increasing
importance as American school
enrollments become more
demographically diverse. As Bill
Honig, California's superintend-
ent of public instruction, notes,
"the United States in particular
owes a cultural debt to just about
every part of the globe. As the
diversity and numbers of {the}
student population continue to
grow, the power of the arts to
show our children their common
humanity and build bridges of
understanding should not be
underestimated . "

THE FACTS ABOUT
COMPREHENSIVE VISUAL
ARTS EDUCATION
ART EDUCATION BUILDS
KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES, AND
CREATIVITY. Creating and un-
derstanding often involve solid,
rigorous workas any board
member who has built a budget or
helped craft policy knows. It's no
accident that "build" and "craft"
are both art terms.

It's time to knock down some old
stereotypes about art education.
"The way it was" is a long way
from what can be. So, put aside
your memories and assumptions
and discover the kind of mind-
building K-12 art education
program your school system can
create.

A well-constructed comprehen-
sive arts education program is a
building block in a vital, varied
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curriculum. It presents the
chance to augment, complement,
and interweave other disciplines.
Art education gives unique in-
sight into what it means to be
human by providing a means for
understanding history and expres-
sions of cultures and civilizations.

Teachers know that words alone
are not enough. Just as it is gener-
ally accepted that "a picture is
worth a thousand words," learn-
ing-styles research has shown that
the visual arts are able to spark
disciplined inquiry in many
students, especially those who
do not respond well to language-
only, lecture-type instruction.
Because the arts can help schools'
move beyond one-dimensional
instruction and enhance an inter-
disciplinary approach to learn-
ing, comprehensive visual arts
instruction expands and even
opens new learning pathways for
many students.

Visual arts education provides
ways for students to express them-
selves both nonverbally and
verbally. Perception, imagination,
and creativity are among the non-
verbal skills art education helps
develop. Among the verbal skills
are an expanded vocabulary,
development of metaphorical
language, and skills related to criti-
cal thinking. These skills are
among the most rewarded
competencies in later life.

In fact, the lasting dividends of a
comprehensive visual arts pro-
gram include numerous skills
needed in life. Such programs help
students:

learn to solve problems and
make decisions;
build self-esteem and
self-discipline;
build informed perception;
build skills in cooperation and
group problem solving;
develop the ability to imagine
what might be;
learn to weigh meanings and
evaluate what is seen;
appreciate, understand, and
be aware of different cultures
and cultural values.

In the onslaught of education re-
form efforts, a variety of subjects
are vying for inclusion in core
curricula. Rather than cutting back
on art as some suggest, now is the
time to include art and to improve
the quality of art education. To
include art education in core cur-
ricula is fully compatible with re-
form efforts to create excellent
schools and competitive students.

WHAT A COMPREHENSIVE
VISUAL ARTS CURRICULUM
SHOULD INCLUDE AND
ACHIEVE
WHEN AN ART CURRICULUM
TEACHES ONLY ART PRODUC-
TION, it s as incomplete as a
literature curriculum that
teaches only creative writing or a
chemistry lab without a text.

Comprehensive visual arts edu-
cation is part of the basic K-12
curricular program and consists
of more than taking studio/ pro-
duction courses. It goes beyond
holiday arts and crafts. It reaches
more than a small pool of talented
students.

Such a curriculum stands on its
own, yet fits, well with efforts to
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teach other core academic sub-
jects across the curriculum; it has
the ability to tie in with courses
such as history, math, social stud-
ies, economics, literature, and lan-
guage arts And, like those sub-
jects, art education should be held
accountable by an evaluation/as-
sessment procedure. (Specific
examples of how visual arts pro-
grams are able to provide an inter-
disciplinary framework are given
in the case studies for Nevada's
Clark County School District and
Tennessee's Cleveland City
School System in Part 3.)

A comprehensive visual arts cur-
riculum should integrate ideas,
skills, knowledge, values, and
creative ability from four art disci-
plines:

1) art history, which allows stu-
dents to understand and appreci-
ate works of art from different
cultures, places, and times; 2) art
criticism, which allows students
to analyze and evaluate the struc-
ture, meaning, and significance
of works of art and to make rea-
soned interpretations and judg-
ments about them; 3) aesthetics,
the inquiry into understanding the
nature, beauty, and experience of
art, which allows students to for-
mulate opinions about art and to
articulate therri using appropriate
vocabulary; 4) art production,
which allows students to present
their ideas and feelings by creat-
ing expressive images in one or
more of the visual art forms.

When examining the content of
an art education program, the fol-
lowing points should be part of a
basic checklist:
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It should be a component of
the school system's core
curriculum.
It should be taught
districtwide.
It should be taught at all levels
of the K -12 curriculum.
It should be based on a
written, sequenced curriculum
where content builds on
earlier learning
It should integrate with other
portions of the curriculum.
It should be taught to all chil-
dren, not just to those who are
identified as having talent or
who express interest.
It should provide encounters
with authentic works of art
from various cultures through
museum visits, artists in the
school programs, and other
community resources.
It should go beyond holiday
arts and crafts, drawing its
content from the four visual
arts disciplines.
It should be assessable. Both
teachers and students should
be held accountable for what
is learned in art class.

If education is to become all it
can be, school board members
need to take a leadership role in
putting in place a comprehensive
visual arts education program. By
taking decisive action, the board
makes an important, far-reaching
curricular decision for local
schools and meets its responsibil-
ity to provide students with a com-
plete and high-quality education.
According to one school board
member, "I'm a 20-year board
member in the Montebello (Cali-
fornia) Unified School District.
This is where I grew up. So, I am

now on the school board in the
same community where !attended
school.

When I was going to school here,
there was no formal education in
art. I didn't know how to go to a
museum and understand what I
was seeing. I might look at a paint-
ing and say 'Oh, look how old this
one is.' But I didn't know how to
talk aboutthe painting. When my
daughters were in school, they
were told to draw and copy art. It
had no meaning; it was rote. It did
not have any self-expression. I

realize now I was short-changed
in my education, and so were my
daughters.

Ten years ago, I'd say the majority
of our board was not comfortable
talking about art or familiar with
many specific artists. Now,
through learning about art educa-
tion and having our board imple-
ment an art program, I finally feel
comfortable going to museums. I
look to see what an artist is trying
to say and the ways colors, shapes,
and forms are used. I'd say the
whole board has a new under-
standing of art at this point. Our
art education program, which has
been in place about six years now
{since 1985), has made us all
much more visually aware.

If there were any board members
who were doubters about the vir-
tues of art education, it probably
was the presentations students
made and continue to make to
our board that convinced us of its
worth. These students are com-
fortable talking about specific art-
ists and styles. They are much
more aware of colors and shapes
than my classmates and I were.
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You can tell this even from things
like their clothes and the way they
coordinate the colors. Art is be-
coming part of the everyday liv-
ing process for them.

Our district's art program is {im-
plemented) throughout the entire
curriculum. In the earliest grades,
we teach children to count colors.
Is that not math? Art is a method,
a tool used in many learning situ-
ations. You give youngsters a box
of crayons in a science course
and teach them about mixing
colors. Is that not art? Art has the
capability of interacting with all
other disciplines. In history and
geography classes you can talk
about what country an artist lived
in and what kind of life he or she
lived. Art opens whole new
avenues for discussions.

I wish I had known years ago what
I know now about art. Like read-
ing, writing, and doing math, art is
a basic and a basis for all types of
education. We have seen the re-
sults here from acknowledging it
as a basic.

My advice to other school board
members would be, please, keep
an open mind about comprehen-
sive visual arts education. Stop
and think about it and what it has
to offer. It is the type of life enrich-
ing instruction you would wish to
give your own children and grand-
children. As a board member, you
are in a position where you can
give it to all children. "

Eleanor Chow
School Board Member
Montebello, California
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CREATIVE SHOWCASING STUDENT WORK
BRIDGING GAPS, FORMING NETWORKS

by Myra Eadie

In the Intermediate Program
Foundations document one of the
major tenants of active learning
states that "While learning is an
individual process it is also a so-
cial process" and the "opportuni-
ties for students to share their work
with a wider audience can make
learning experiences more
purposeful and meaningful". Art
Education in the past has tended
to over emphasize the individual-
istic and psychological aspects of
creativity and to overlook the
social conditions generally
productive of art. Exhibitions of
student work provide an impor-
tant, if often overlooked, forum,
for developing the social aspects
of learning through art. Through
exhibitions students have the
opportunity to reflect on, com-
pare and contrast their imagery
by putting it into a broader con-
text of human endeavor as well as
a narrow context of individual
expression and achievement.
Exhibitions also provide the
potential for networking amongst
students, artists, teachers and the
community.

Robert Henri, a painter of the
Ashcan School noted earlier in
this century that art today is an
outsider, a gypsy wanderer over
the face of the earth. If we as art
educators are to continue to di-
rect this gypsy into its rightful
place in a balanced curriculum
and into a respected and mean-

ingful place in modern culture it
is worth re-examining our exhibi-
tion practices of the past and
present and the potential that such
art events have for the social as-
pects of art education and the
networks they provide. It is worth
clarifying our objectives in exhi-
bition practices, examining alter-
native organizational structures
and understanding outcomes.

If we examine our pasts many of
us will come up with a history of
creative forms for showcasing
student art. In the Coquitlam
School District for example, we
have had yearly shows at the lo-
cal mall, monthly elementary and
secondary exhibits at the teacher
centre, exhibits which featured
past and present students from
one school, artist teacher exhibits
at a local gallery and openings for
Artist in Residence projects. Each
exhibit was unique and provided
different opportunities for reflec-
tion, self evaluation and network-
ing. One particular exhibit comes
to my mind however for the unu-
sual, multifaceted and long last-
ing meaning it has had not only
for students, but also for the artists
and teachers and the community.
Although it took place 9 years ago
I have always wanted the oppor-
tunity to re-examine it in a more
thoughtful way, share it with oth-
ers and to build upon its success
through future endeavours.
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Poco-Rococo was a group art ex-
hibition in a formerfurniture store
in Coquitlam Centre Mall held in
1984. The artists were 60 students
from Port Coquitlam Secondary
School (now called Terry Fox)
and 25 established Vancouver
artists including Ian Wallace,
Sherry Grauer, Marcia Pitch, I.

Braineater, Georgiana Chappell,
Ray Alton and Jeff Wall. They
were brought together by Ken
Lum, who runs the Or Gallery in
Vancouver and by three Port
Coquitlam art teachers: Myra
Eadie, Lorne Whorley and Tuk
Caldwell.

The idea for th is event came about
during an artist in school visit to
Port Coquitlam Secondary by Art-
ist Ken Lum. Ken whose interests
were turning to forms of popular
culture recognized a vital force in
the work and lives of our students.
This interest was expanded upon
in a published artist statement
"High- school students are particu-
larly involved with mass culture
and this shows in their art work
with_ a directness that expresses
the actual conditions of their lives.
This directness is a symbol for a
new generation's form of artistic
invention. Although we are not
uncritical of aspects of this situa-
tion, we see new and important
possibilities emerging in it. We
want to learn form this process
and contribute to it".
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As a prominent figure in the Van-
couver Art Community, Ken
shared his artist in school experi-
ence at Poco with other artists. He
brought them to the school and a
nerve was touched that seemed to
vibrate throughout a few art cir-
cles. Out of this shared enthusi-
asm for the students work and the
suburban culture that produced
it, there developed a desire for a
joint exhibit not in the city but
in the heart of the suburbs. Our
students responded enthusiasti-
cally and led us to meet in a
vacantfurniture store in Coquitlam
Centre Mall. It was here that the
idea germinated for a collabora-
tive art event involving artists, stu-
dents, and teachers in the furni-
ture store of the Coquitlam Mall.

In the statement prepared for the
exhibition the artists clarified their
interest in the collaborating with
the students and choosing the mall
as the venue for this exhibit

"As artists who live in the city, we
want to develop new links with a
suburban audience because we
think that the culture emerging
from the suburbs is crucial to the
artistic development of the city as
a whole. Culture in the city is
generally defined in terms of tra-
ditional institutions like art galler-
ies, museums and symphony halls.
But we think that contemporary
culture includes movies, rock
music, sports and other popular
forms. There is a real connection
between traditional art forms and
so-called "mass culture", and this
is reflected in our work. Suburbs
like Coquitlam are often centered
not on museums and galleries,
but on malls. So malls function as
cultural centres. From our view-
point, this is a fascinating reversal
which we want to explore".

From the students' point of view
the prospect of showing their work
in their own community with es-
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tablished artists and college in-
structors was exciting and full of
promise. To many it provided a
welcome reversal an undoing of
fixed roles and elitist notions about
youth and the suburbs.

"With Poco-Rococo we will get a
chance to show what we can do
in the place where our art was
created. We are always having to
go to the city to become known. I
think we all feel excited that the
city is coming to the suburbs".
(Jodie Apel)

In a student statement prepared
for the exhibit Kathy Hama de-
scribed the collaboration and the
choice of the Mall as adventure-
some and she foresaw the excite-
ment and questioning this exhibit
would promote

"I think that the suburbs are the
beginning, the hatching of a city,
and, in bringing art from the city
and mixing it with our own, we
can create an atmosphere totally
original non city, non suburban.
The shopping centre (the city
within the suburbs) is a good area
for an exhibit for it is where all the
people gather. We should get quite
a response from the passers-by,
and maybe a little confusion about
why artists' work is shown with
studentssome viewers may even
be resentful. I don't think that
should matter, however, for art
should stir up many feelings and
explore ideas even if they are
uncomfortable or new".

The collaboration of students and
teachers was an essential aspect
of this show. The artists and stu-
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dents both viewed the most val-
ued parts of their education as a
constant interchange between
teacher, artist and student, an in-
terchange between generations.
One student phrased it this way

"I feel that the reason we are
having this show in the mall and
with artists is to encourage people
to see art and to show that art-
making is a creative process at
any age". (Tracy Fei I)

The artist spoke of this interchange
another way

"Ideally, all artists are both teach-
ers and students. The collabora-
tion of students and teachers is an
essential aspect of this show. Art
education is a constant inter-
change between teacher and stu-
dent, an interchange between
generations. This relationship be-
comes deeper and broader as time
goes on. High-school is one of the
earliest moments when an indi-
vidual begins to feel that art could
become an important part of his
or her life. This exhibition wishes
to develop the implications of that
moment". (Ken Lum)

Dynamic relationships and part-
nerships were formed between
artists, teachers and students,
school and community during all
stages of Poco-Rococo's life. The
students, teachers and artists met
at least five or six times at the Or
Gallery or the furniture store to
discuss, criticize and exchange
ideas about the work, the selec-
tion process and the hanging. A
curatorial group representing art-
ists, teachers and students decided

"There are four reasons why arts education

is important: to understand civilization,
to develop creativity, to learn the tools of

communication, and to develop the

capacity for making wise choices

among the products of the arts."
Toward Civilization: A Report on Arts Education

National Endowment for the Arts

that each person submitting work
would be represented by at least
one work. A diversity of work
centered on the theme of youth
and suburban culture was se-
lected, hence the title "Poco-Ro-
coco". An organizational struc-
ture was developed whereby
groups were formed to take care
of the publicity, the hanging, the
reception, and the caretaking dur-
ing the two weeks of the exhibit.

A partnership was formed with a
local art store who donated frames
for the student work. A partner-
ship was also developed with the
administration of the mall who, in
exchange for publicity and the
opportunity to support suburban
culture, lent us the furniture store
unit free for three weeks! Once
the school staff and administra-
tion was aware of the scope and
educational value of the proposed
project, they provided financial
and moral support and flexibility
for students who had to help with
the exhibit caretaking during
school hours.

Needless to say, the excitement
generated from this event moti-
vated many students to work hard
so they could earn the right to get
down to the gallery. Many crea-
tive but poorly motivated students
made a dramatic turn around dur-
ing and long after this show. Their
improved self esteem, sense of
direction and commitment be-
came infectious. Parents and
teachers grew curious. As the
opening date grew closer the stu-
dents knew they were involved in
something new and important.
Their opinions, their insights and
their work were being taken seri-
ously. They recognized that the
teachers and artists were deriving
stimulation from their ideas and
that their experiences as young
people as expressed in their work
were pivotal to the exhibit.

The artist work was infact chosen
partly on the basis of connections
to the suburbs and to young peo-
ple. Ray Alton was included, for
example, because his dinosaur
painting had a relation to high
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school imagery and Ian Wallace
was chosen for his photo images
of suburban wastelands. As Eve
Johnson states in her review of the
exhibit in the Sun "Modern Art
From the Suburbs"

Curiously enough there's no sense
of a generation gap. I. Braineater's
painting might have been created
by one of the students; Poco stu-
dent Tracey Feil's 'Atomic Tan' is
a statement on nuclear annihila-
tion that has no visible age."

Poco-Rococo was a dynamic and
even controversial show. Over
150 people attended Poco-Roco-
co's gala opening and over 800
people attended during the two
week period. Comments ranged
from admiration of individual
works, to surprise concerning the
profound social and political com-
ments embedded in the students
and artists work, to amazement
that such a diverse group of artists
could work together to put on
such an unique event.

There were also a number of com-
ments about the furniture store as
an appropriate but unusual site
for such an exhibit. At times the
works competed with the fake
lattice walls, the columns and the
garish wall paper but on the whole
it seemed to work as a unified
statement. A number of artists even
capitalized upon the 1980's "de-
cor". Georgiana Chappell created
a neon fire sculpture for the fake
fire place. One student with the
help of his sister and grand-par-
ents installed a child's bed in the
front show room. On the head
board the student painted a scene
of Cold Lake Alberta (the home of

the cruise missile). One viewer,
seeing the bed thought he was
entering a furniture store when
much to his surprise he saw a
cruise missile emerging from the
head board. He then noticed the
title "A Child's Nightmare". As
student Kathy Hama stated, not
all aspects of the show were com-
fortable but it made people think
about young people, the role of
art on their lives and their future.

Poco-Rococo, was as much about
the process of reflection and ex-
change that occurred as about the
final product. Networks were
formed that were quite remark-
able and had long lasting mean-
ing that are still alive 8 years later.
By collaborating together in afairly
challenging and meaningful event
the students and teachers had an
opportunity to get know the art-
ists. Many of the artists were
instructors at the Emily Carr,
S.F.U., U.B.C. or local colleges;
others were involved with galler-
ies, art journals or artist networks.
Students had the opportunity to
talk to the artists about their own
aspirations and a number of art-
ists became mentors to our stu-
dents during and after the show.
With the help of the artists, stu-
dents discovered the value of
creating strong portfolios for entry
to an art college and the impor-
tance of developing in art. They
were pointed in the direction of
good post secondary art programs,
sources of funding, galleries and
other artists working in the same
media or genre.

In an exhibit "Artipelago", held a
few years later for past and present
students of Port Coquitlam Sec-
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ondary, it was amazing to talk to
the numbers of students who still
maintain these connections, who
followed their leads, who took
themselves seriously and went on
to succeed in their post secondary
art education or art related ca-
reers. I am still in touch with sev-
eral young art teachers, two chil-
dren's book illustrators, a film
animator for CBC, a cultural an-
thropologist and numbers of
young artists who were part of this
event. Many students felt it was
the beginning of a life long in-
volvement with visual art. One
student Laurie Papau has arrived
9 years later to a prominent posi-
tion in the art world.

For the teachers, the partnerships
that were formed were invigorat-
ing and produced a range of ben-
efits. Our new connections with
galleries, artists, art schools and
universities gave us the means to
help direct students in their search
for post secondary training. Fueled
by the excitement of this event
and by our new links with the art
world, our own personal art work
gained a momentum too. To
motivate students it is essential
for the teacher to know and expe-
rience the driving forces behind
the creative process. Our own
development as artists no doubt
benefited our students. Not long
after Poco-Rococo I, infact opened
my first one person show entitled
"Transitions" at Ken Lum's "Or
Gallery" and many of my students
helped organize the exhibit and
the opening. Students learned a
great deal about exhibition prac-
tices, public relations and the
importance of public awareness
during these events.
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The Coquitlam Centre was also
delighted with the interest in the
mall that this show generated.
They have in fact welcomed
Coquitlam Schools as a partner to
show every year in the mall con-
course.

Poco-Rococo was one of the many
unique art events at Port
Coquitlam Secondary School that
seemed to turn the image of art
students and the art program
around. There developed a con-
siderable prestige in being an art
student at Poco, as we continued
to stage major art events that often
involved the whole school and
often several departments. Be-
cause we were so busy with these
events we often said "no" to the
art housework like posters for
sports events. Instead we held
poster workshops so that students
could teach each other.
Determinion, commitment, in-
creased risk taking in their work
and improved self esteem were
only a few of the wonderful out-
comes we sensed in our students
as a result of Poco-Rococo.

The circumstances for an event
like Poco-Rococo do not always
present themselves nor does time
always allow for such a compre-
hensive, and complex exhibit.
What occurs to me after this re-
flection is that we as art teachers
owe it to ourselves and our stu-
dents to take our exhibitions of
student work more seriously. It is
well worth the time to explore
ways students can use exhibitions
as a forum for reflecting and,
critiquing their own and others
work. In Poco-Rococo students
stepped in the shoes of art critic
and had their statements published
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in several journals and papers. It
would be valuable to hearof other
possibilities.

By forming partnerships and cre-
ating opportunities for students to
exhibit with artists from various
ethnic, cultural, age or social
groups we can provide students
with a forum for understanding
and valuing their work on a
broader context. Pathways for fu-
ture post secondary education or
career aspirations can be forged,
as well as meaningful friendships.
By collaborating in all stages of
the exhibition process students
may gain knowledge about pub-
lic relations, galleries and curato-
rial work. Most importantly
students are given recognition,
respect and an opportunity to
think like an artist.

As Robert Godfry stated on his
personal manifesto "Civilization,
Education and the Visual Arts"
(Phi Delta Kappan, April 1992)

"I am for the student who comes
in lean, hungry, passionate, curi-
ous, and kind. I am for the student
who has been taught not to ac-
cept distorted views of racial,
sexual, political, social, and cul-
tural differences on the way to
establishing a personal point of
view. I am for the student who
comes to college prepared not so
much in making art as in thinking
like an artist."
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Myra Eadie
Visual Art Consultant,

Coquitlam School District
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ART INSTRUCTION
IN THE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM

If school art instruction is to be
successful and if children's expe-
riences in art are to be meaningful
and of value, teachers must con-
sider some important issues. In-
deed, if these issues are not
thoughtfully considered, the ex-
periences which children have in
"art" classes may be undesirable,
and even destructive. Inappropri-
ate "art" activities can be quite
damaging and can undermine
children's self-confidence, dimin-
ish self-esteem, foster learning
dependence, impede or destroy
creative impulses, and cause fear
of risk.

In this article I describe some im-
portant issues for the teacher pro-
viding art instruction in the el-
ementary setting to consider.

ISSUE 1: Dittoed coloring sheets.

Probably the most destructive and
unjustified activity is providing
dittoed sheets to children for
coloring or for cut-and-paste
projects. All identical Easter bun-
nies, unimaginative witches,
cliché Santas, and humdrum "I
Love You Mommy" valentines are
numbing children's minds! All
cutesy little cut-out baskets, and
clowns made from toilet paper
rolls, are similarly destructive.
There is absolutely no room for
any of this kitsch in classrooms, in
any subject area.

by R. Lloyd Ryan

I have heard teachers say, "But I
don't use dittoed sheets in Art any
more." However, if such sheets
are used in any other curriculum
area, the damage is still being
done. Such junk serves abso-
lutely no educational function in
any subject area; it cannot be
justified on any pedagogical
grounds. For similar reasons, chil-
dren should not be permitted to
bring coloring books to school,
coloring work should not receive
praise, and parents should be
discouraged from purchasing
such pap for their children.

Some teachers argue that they
give children coloring work to
help them develop fine motor
skills. Where did they getthe idea?
There is no research evidence to
support their contention. Physi-
ologists tell us that practically any
hand motion will be just as effec-
tive as coloring dittoed sheets.
And insisting that children "stay
within the lines" may be counter-
productive too! Children may not
be physiologically ready for con-
fined hand movements, and their
frustration with fine motor move-
ments may cause a dislike for
anything resembling art activity,
and a perception that they are
failures.

If teachers feel that children abso-
lutely must have such mindless
experiences, rather than give chil-
dren adult stereotypes (such as

those sickening bunnies and
teddy bears that blind percep-
tion), they should give children
geometric figures, or patterns
based on geometric figures, to
color. At least the kids will learn
about triangles, circles, squares,
and other regular and irregular
shapes.

Some teachers will argue that
"children love to color! "But some
children "like" to color simply
because they have received
praisefrom Mommy and Daddy,
from teachers, and from Great
Aunt Agatha who regularly gives
children coloring books forChrist-
mas and birthdays. Kids aren't
stupid! They have learned that
they receive approval and accept-
ance by being diligent colorers of
coloring books. If teachers do not
praise such activity but, instead,
praise independent creative ef-
fort, then children will quickly
lose their liking for coloring books
and will begin to like creating.

However, it could be quite defen-
sible, and enhancing of the art
program, to provide idea sheets,
or motivation sheets, or inspira-
tion sheets, in an art center or art
corner. Children can access them
for independent art activity, if they
have time on their hands or, Glory
be!, if the teacher is sufficiently
enlightened to provide a bit of
free time in the regular schedule.
The caution, though, is that inde-
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pendent art activity is valid only if
the idea sheets foster creativity, if
learning-independence is encour-
aged, and if a child ' s self-confi-
dence and self-esteem are sup-
ported.

ISSUE 2: Use appropriate
colours!

Another practice that destroys
children's creativity and self-es-
teem is insistence on "proper"
colours. There is no basis for this.
Children should be permitted to
use whatever colours they choose.
Their color choices are not wrong!
If a child chooses to paint Mom

green, be pleased. Green may be
the child's favorite colorand the
most appropriate color to use to
represent the person he or she
loves most. If the grass is purple,
enjoy it; if elephants are pink,
appreciate them; if bears are red
and yellow and blue, be thankful
for the fresh view that the child
has provided.

Some teachers will respond with
an exasperated and pained, "But
everybody knows that elephants
are grey! " My response is, in-
deed? And what color, pray tell, is
the size of elephants in compari-
son with a child? And what color
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is that bristly touch? And what
color is that awful stench? And
whatcolor is thefact that elephants
are an endangered species? And
what color is the neglect of some
circus elephants? And what color
is the fear that some children have
of such large creatures? And what
colours are the pleasures and ex-
citements of riding on an elephant
at the travelling fair? The child
tries to convey all of that informa-
tionall of those cognitions and
emotionswith color. If pink does
that for the child, so be it! Besides,
which colours would you use to
represent the stench and the fear?
Besides, are elephants grey or
gray?

In general, smaller children will
not have color preferences and
will be quite as happy with three
colours as they will be with eight
or more. In fact, if children are
provided with just blue, yellow,
and red, they will make all sorts of
interesting discoveries for them-

"An artless
school is an

impoverished
place reflecting a
set of values that

bodes ill
for our society"

Elliot Eisner,
Professor of Education and Art

Stanford University
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selves: that when blue is mixed
with yellow green results, and
when yellow and red are com-
bined orange appears. Let chil-
dren make their own discoveries;
rarely should it be necessary to
tell a child which colours to mix.
(Of course, if a child asks, the
teacher may suggest colours with
which the child might experi-
ment).

ISSUE 3: Visual education.

Art is a means to educating the
child's sight. Without educated
sight, children are likely to have
more learning problems. Chil-
dren's sight is educated, their
visual perception powers are en-
hanced, and their learning power
is increased if teachers engage
children in particular, carefully-
orchestrated cognition-focused,
multi-sensory experiences. Two
activities which will contribute to
educating sight are (a) looking at
pictures and (b) looking at paint-
ings and other works of art.

"Looking" at pictures

At the beginning of the year, teach-
ers should schedule 10 or 15 min-
utes every week to lead children
in a discussion about a specially
selected picture. Children should
be led through series of critical
thinking exercises in an atmos-
phere of free and open, visually-
focused, cognitive -and affect-ori-
entated investigation. This activ-
ity should be conversational, and
not undermined by the teacher
imposing "superior" closure. If a
child supports her or his opinion
with evidence from the picture,

the view is valid, even if the
teacher "knows" that it is not
"right." The objective is not to
determine "rightness" it is to help
children look and see and make
decisions based on the informa-
tion in the picture. The teacher
has no right to bring in exterior
(i.e. superior, smug information.
Much of art appreciation is detec-
tive work, and children should be
encouraged to bring all their
investigative powers to bear. If
children can enlighten other chil-
dren through personal experience
or insight, then such behaviour
should be encouraged Children
should be complimented for their
visual and perceptual acuity,
praised for drawing valid conclu-
sions from available information.
Again, notice that "valid" is the
operative word; considerations of
"right" are out of place. (Interested
teachers may wish to read my
paper Using pictures in teaching
art *)

"Looking" at paintings and other
works of art

At least once a week teachers
should lead children in another
1 0-1 5 minute discussion, this time
about a work of art. After students
have had several such experi-
ences, they may wish to take turns
leading the discussion. This could
*pen as early as the first or
second grade and should be well
established by the elementary
level. Intermediate and second-
ary students are probably able to
lead such discussions as well as
the teachers can; children don't
need as much spoon-feeding as
we educators are prone to think!
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The foci of such discussions are
the elements of design (color,
shape/form, space, line, texture)
and principles of design (empha-
sis, unity, variety, movement, bal-
ance, contrast, rhythm).

Students should also be given the
opportunity to interpret the work
of art being analyzed. My experi-
ence tells me that they will readily
recognize:

the joys of childhood in
Winslow Homer's "Snap the
whip"
the fun in Norman Rockwell's
"Swatter's rights"
the ambiguity of Joan Miro's
"Composition, 1963"
the parent-child affection in
Georges de la Tour's "St.
Joseph the carpenter"
the allegorical significance of
the Child "bringing the light"
the dark and foreboding quali-
ties of the work of Lawren
Harris (for example, "Clouds",
"Lake Superior") and Emily
Carr (for example, "Forest, Brit-
ish Columbia"
the chi Id-I ike qualities of much
of the work of Matisse (for
example, "HarmOny in Red"
(Red Room) and Gauguin (for
example, "The Yellow
Christ"and soon, and so on.

Children's interpretations of art
should be accepted. Teachers do
not have superior knowledge in
this respect! There is even the
view that artists themselves do
not know the "messages" of their
works; only that they felt they had
to paint and felt some kind of
relief or catharsis after the paint-
ings were completed. Teachers
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should not provide closure. That
way, the next time children see
the work of art, they will still have
questions and will examine the
work anew. If the teacher should
be so presumptuous as to "tell" the
meaning of a work of art, children
will be blinded to it.

Students should also be given the
opportunity to say whether they
like a work or not, and to explain
why they like or dislike it. A deci-
sion about liking or disliking a
work of art is a separate act from
analyzing and appreciating the
work's elements and principles of
design. It is also not the same as
attempting to interpret a work of
art. Many people appreciate Pi-
casso's "Guernica"; few "like" it.
Similarly, many Canadians ap-
preciate the technical aspects and
the artistic and creative qualities
of the work of David Blackwood;
few would want one of his paint-
ings in their living room.

If teachers have difficulty finding
works of art, their principal could
purchase a subscription to Scho-
lastic' s Instructor for them. Many
of the compositions mentioned
above appeared in recent issues
of that teachers' journal.

ISSUE 4: The art gallery.

Every school should have one or
more "art galleries "free spaces
on corridor walls. The works of
"famous" artists should hang with
the work of student "artists". Art is
not meant to be hidden away in
massive and snobbishly aloof
museums; it is meant to be lived

with. If art is to have a meaningful
role in students' lives, it has to be
available to them in their environ:
ment. If children are to appreciate
art, it has to be available where
they live! If art is displayed in
school corridors, students' art ac-
tivities will have much more
meaning in art class.

The teacher organizing a "gallery"
space should:

take on the job of curator of
the school's "art gallery"; or
see if students would take on
the job.
Ensure that each work of art
has a card identifying the
artist and providing personal
information, particularly for
student artists:

"Mary Sullivan is a grade seven
student and is a fan of the pop
rock group Travelling Gangsters.
She is currently working on a new
work called "My Pink Sneaker"."

Ensure that art works are not
displayed too long. If fish and
house guests stink after three
days, works of art in the school
corridor will probably be per-
ceived similarly after two
weeks.

ISSUE 5: Art collection.

Since no art program is complete
without the "discussion of pic-
tures" component, schools need
art collections. Such a collection
can be filed in the resource center,
appropriately categorized, so that
the collection can be used in all
curricular areas.
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Pictures are easily obtained, and
children will normally respond
enthusiastically when enlisted to
build up the school's picture file.

You don't really have to ask
people you visit for the calen-
dars off their walls, but I do
(and I haven't been refused
yetthough they have looked
at me strangely as they took
the calendars down!).
Visit your local travel agency.
Write embassies.
Talk to local businesses; ask
for donations of pictures.

You will be pleased at how quickly
you will have an extensive and
valuable picture file.

If you can afford it, buy good
reproductions,if you are rotten
with money, purchase originals.
You could request that your school
put aside a small budget of $100
a year for purchasing prints:

A great many art prints are
available inexpensively. Scho-
lastic's Instructor and Art and
Man have monthly good qual-
ity reproductions. And many
art magazines havefairly large
reproductions.
The works of many artists are
available in specially-pub-
lished calendars. The cost of
these reproductions may be as
little as $1.00 each.
If one can afford $20-35 per
print, there are several mail
order companies which would
be happy to supply your needs.
One source that should not be
ignored is local artists, who
may even wish to donate some
of their works!
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Another very important source
is the students themselves.
Why not put aside $50-100 a
year to purchase works of art
from your school's student
artists? $5 fora student's paint-
ing or drawing will give stu-
dents an absolutely tremen-
dous ego boost, not to men-
tion the good will the school
will develop with parents.
Besides that, just think of the
profile that art will then have
in your school; just think of
the conversation in the can-
teen and in the washrooms
when students discuss the fact
that Frank and Kelly got five
bucks each for their art!

We raise money for every-
thing else; whatcould be more
deserving and rewarding than
a little fund raising to pur-
chase a quantity of art prints?

ISSUE 6: The instructional
sequence.

In my discussions with educators,
they frequently tell me they do
not know the appropriate i nstruc-
tional sequences for school art
instruction. I'd like to describe
briefly three instructional se-
quences that are supportive of
good child art experiences.
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In whole language

In "whole language" instruction,
before student writing takes place,
students engage in discussion,
reading, and all sorts of other pre-
writing activities. Astute teachers
recognize that once children are
ready to be verbally creative, they
are also prepared to be visually
creative. Since the work has al-
ready been done for the language
arts, simply use the same theme
and all of that motivational activ-
ity as preparation for the art activ-
ity. However, the art activity will
be better if it comes after the writ-
ing activity since a great deal of
cognitive organization, synthesis,
and affective response will already
have occurred within the child.
Likewise, a child's writing will be
enhanced if the visual expression
occurs prior to it. Hence the crea-
tive teacher will alternateon one
occasion having children paint
the story before writing it, the next
time writing the story before
painting it.

In whole curriculum

An alternate sequence for crea-
tive art instruction makes use of
the child's experiences in other
curricular areas. If a discussion,
some reading, some research,
some writing, and some group
work has just been completed, or
is still in process (for example, on
the exploration of Canada's north,
or erosion and possible ecologi-
cal damage, or community help-
ers), then the preparatory work for
art has been done! It remains only
to decide which media and mate-
rials to use; then the children can
create.
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The Ryan sequence

The third instructional sequence
may be more formal. This is the
"Never -Fail- Art Instruction" se-
quence. In this approach the
teacher and students decide that
they would like to explore a par-
ticular theme for their art experi-
ences. Maybe they choose "Space
Flight". An appropriate sequence
would be as follows:

1. Discussions for planning pur-
poses: deciding whetherto ex-
plore as a class, as small
groups, as individuals, or some
combination of all three.

2. Research: library books, topi-
cal magazines (e.g. National
Geographic), news maga-
zines, encyclopedia. Notes are
taken, thumbnail sketches are
made, reports are written.

3. Whole class and small group
discussions: information is

shared; questions are an-
swered; probing questions are
raisedsome have no an-
swers.

4. Decisions are made about
media, methods, materials.

5. Students engage in creative
visual activity.

ISSUE 7: Time.

Students must have time to work
on their art. A 20 to 40 minute
period may be sufficient for pri-
mary children; it may not be suf-
ficient for elementary children,
probably unsatisfactory for inter-
mediate children, and positively

frustrating for secondary students.
Two issues have to be addressed
by educators: the frequency of art
experiences and their duration.

For primary children, there
should be art activity almost
daily .

Elementary to secondary stu-
dents should have art activi-
ties at least several times a
week.
At the upper intermediate and
secondary levels, one weekly
two-hour art period is far su-
perior to two one-hour peri-
ods, especially for senior and
visually mature students. Ad-
ministrators should try to
achieve schedule flexibility,
either by scheduling specific
times or through flex-time or
swap-time arrangements.

ISSUE 8: Curriculum planning.

Periodically teachers should have
formal meetings with principals
specifically to discuss planning
for art just as in any other cur-
ricular area. Such discussions
might be delegated to a vice-prin-
cipal or to a teacher designated as
visual art chairperson. But that
does not remove responsibility
from the teacher and principal to
ensure that long term and short
term planning for instruction in
art takes place in a professional
manner.

ISSUE 9: Safety.

The asbestos scare is well remem-
bered. But in school art we com-
monly use materials that may
cause much more damage than
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asbestos. This is not only a safety
matter; it is also a matter of legal
responsibility. Very briefly:

Oil paints have no place in
school art programs. They con-
tain such noxious components
as cadmium, arsenic, anti-
mony, cobalt, lead, mercury,
and manganese. Acrylic paints
should be used. They are in-
expensive, generally safe (but
that needs to be determined
for specific brands), easy to
use, quick drying, and main-
tain their fresh color.
Powdered tempra should be
mixed with water by an adult
in a well ventilated area. The
adult should use a dust mask!
Likewise with powdered clay,
which usually contains a hefty
proportion of silica (remem-
ber silicosis?).
Photographic developers
should not be used at all by
elementary children. In other
settings they should be used
only by, or under the supervi-
sion of, an adult who under-
stands the nature of the chemi-
cals that are used. For exam-
ple, do school staff know the
health hazards (and required
treatments) if children ingest:

1. pyrogallic acida photo-
graphic developer, or

2. mercuric iodide or potassium
cyanideintensifiers, or

3. Thioureaa toner that has
caused cancer in rats and is
suspected of being carcino-
genic to humans?

Most chemicals used for photo-
graphic developing are highly
toxic and should be used only
under the supervision of excep-
tionally knowledgeable people.

Many glazes used in ceramic
projects contain lead, arsenic,
zinc, and other equally dan-
gerous components.
Many dyes have components
(such as benzidine congener)
that are suspected of being
carcinogens, and other com-
ponents that can cause severe
allergic reactions.
There is enough solvent in one
small permanent marker to
cause permanent brain dam-
age to a child or adult ! They
have no place in schools.
Other types of markers are
available (generally water or
alcohol based, such as the
Crayola brand) which are usu-
ally quite safe.
Some commercial wall-paper
pastes which teachers like to
use for paper-mache projects
contain the preservative used
in rat-poison. It causes inter-
nal bleeding when ingested.

The implications for educators
are clear:

Much school-related litigation
hinges on whether a danger
could reasonably have been
foreseen. Educators cannot
claim ignorance as a defense;
they must determine which
products are used in class:
rooms and whether they can
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be used safely by and around
children.
Teachers should ensure that
children with particular sensi-
tivities are not exposed to al--
lergy-causing materials.
Some border-line products can
be used safely only under con-
trolled conditions. Principals
should ensure that such con-
ditions exist before such prod-
ucts are utilized.

Conclusion.

It is critical that elementary teach-
ers consider art instruction with
the same careful planning and
attention, accorded language arts,
math or science. When this oc-
curs art instruction will likely pro-
vide children with positive and
enjoyable aesthetic experiences,
and will enhance students' self-
esteem and confidence. Our stu-
dents deserve the best possible
instruction in all subject areas
including visual art.

R. Lloyd Ryan
Assistant Superintendent,

Notre Dame Integrated School Board,
P.O. Box 70, Lewisport.
Newfoundland, Canada

AOG 3A0

Reprinted with permission
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ARTS EDUCATION AS
A CATALYST TO REFORM:

CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND
ARTS EDUCATION

When I was invited to take part
in this session I was told that it was
designed to explore how arts edu-
cation can enhance multicultural
learning and understanding. An
important topic, yes; but when
we are told that" confused," "con-
tradictory," "inconsistent," "a
mess," and "muddled" are all
words that have been applied to
definitions,programs,and
practicesassociatedwith
multiculturalism and multicultural
education (Grant & Sleeter, 1986)
where do we start? Not only have
multicultural approaches to
education been criticized by those
without a commitment to cultural
diversity; the multiculturalists
themselves have presented
conflicting concepts and pro-
moted conflicting goals. So where
do we start?

I believe that we have to start with
questions such as these:

Why should arts educators be-
come sensitive to, and aware
of issues of pluralism in the
arts and in society?
Can we make arts education
more meaningful and relevant
for all students? How? What
sort of commitment and pas-
sion is required to success-
fully teach the arts in a cultur-
ally diverse society?

by F. Graeme Chalmers

Is a multicultural approach to
arts education just a matter of
including the arts of other
cultures in the curriculum?
Can we build tolerance for
diversity through the arts? To
what degree can arts educa-
tion be an agent for social
change?
How can questions about the
arts be raised, and framed, in
ways that will promote the
discussion of diverse exam-
ples? Should we use cross-
cultural and thematic
approaches in the teaching of
the arts?
To approach arts education as
multicultural education what
will we have to give up? Does
multiculturalism mean giving
up the Western canon?
What sorts of partnerships are
required with other disci-
plines?

-lc-- How do we include the learn-
ing styles of diverse
populations and unique indi-
viduals?
How do we implement
change?
Why should arts educators be-
come sensitive to, and aware
of issues of pluralism in the
arts and in society?

This question is the easiest. Arts
education's simmering concern
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with multiculturalism overthe past
25 years has been quickened by
the release of statistics and pre-
dictions such as those by Daniel
(1990) in her introduction to Art,
Culture, and Ethnicity. She writes:
Schwartz and Exter (1989) predict
that by the year 2000, 34% of
children under the age of 18 in the
United States will be Black,
Hispanic, Asian, or other
"minorities."

This proportion will rise by the
year 2010, resulting in minority
children becoming the majority
in the largest states . . .New
York, Texas, and Florida (accord-
ing to my reading, they already
are in California, Hawaii, and Mis-
sissippi). Concurrently, minority
teachers are predicted by NEA
Today (National Education Asso-
ciation, 1989) to decrease from
the year 2000 proportion of 1 in 8
to 1 minority teacher in 20! (p. ix)
By the year 2000, 5 billion of the
6 billion people on earth will be
non-White (Baker, 1977). We
simply cannot maintain the status
quo. All students regardless of
ethnic or sociocultural back-
ground should be prepared to live
in a pluralistic society. I believe
that a pluralist multicultural ap-
proach is for everyone. The criti-
cal priority resolutions of the As-
sociation for Supervision and
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Curriculum Development (1992)
encourage members to lead the
movement "toward a mosaic
emphasis in multicultural
programs and education through
...implementing a multicultural
emphasis in all schools
regardless of community
demographics," (p. 1) and arts
educators, I believe, should be
among the leaders. Perhaps chil-
dren from culturally homogene-
ous societies need a multicultural
education even more than oth-
ers? To equip them for the twenty-
first century their understanding,
appreciation and respect for cul-
tural diversity and the artistic pro-
duction of others needs to be ex-
panded and their possibly limited
views of the world need to be
challenged.

"Multiculturalism" has now also
come to mean more than just
acknowledging ethnic differences.
Differences in gender, religion,
sexual orientation, social class,
economic status, language, age
physical ability, etc. are also fac-
tors to be considered, respected,
and implemented in education
reform.

Can we make arts education more
meaningful and relevant for all
students? How? What sort of com-
mitment and passion is required
to successfully teach the arts in a
culturally diverse society?

If we are to use the arts as a
catalyst for education reform then
we must have a clear understand-
ing of what the arts do and how
they function in all cultures. I

believe that we first need to par-

ticularly probe two related ques-
tions: What are the arts for? and
Why is art? And we need to ask
these questions and seek answers
to them in ways that truly ac-
knowledge cultural diversity, be-
cause existing answers to ques-
tions about art have usually been
extremely culture-bound. You
will notice that these questions
emphasize the function and role
of the arts; I am not simply asking:
What is art? In a multicultural
context, as Ellen Dissanayake
(1988) found, "in many cases cat-
egories are better approached by
considering how they function
rather than what they objectively
are." (pp. 58-59) Similarly, Nel-
son Goodman (1968) found it
more appropriate to ask: "When,"
rather than "what" is art? As
Dissanayake (1988) states " Like
many questions no one bothers to
ask, "What is art for?" only shows
its intriguing possibilities when
one starts prodding it about." (p.3)
Although "What are the arts for?"
has been asked by a number of
anthropologists working in a vari-
ety of cultural settings, it has rarely
been asked by students who are
taught the arts in schools, or by
the teachers who teach these stu-
dents. The answers to such ques-
tions should, I believe, become
the focus for effective curriculum
development in the arts.

Is a multicultural approach to arts
education just a matter of includ-
ing the arts of other cultures in the
curriculum?

No, it is much more than this!
Acknowledging diversity requires
real courage. Cultural pluralism
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challenges their nature of curricu-
lum, instruction, and assessment.
But, new theories and practice in
multicultural education may well
represent new, exciting, and ex-
tremely powerful roles for the arts,
as the arts gain new life and vigor
in education by being increas-
ingly seen as integral to human
and societal growth (Temelini,
1987). Even groups that have
traditionally not paid much spe-
cific attention to arts education,
such as the Association for Super-
vision and Curriculum Develop-
ment (1992), state that "The arts
are key to understanding every
culture" and that "it is therefore
important that the study of the arts
and their history and influence in
all cultures be included in every
student's education." (p. 2) But
for students to see this connection
the arts will have to be taught and
experienced in ways that are far
more complex than simply mak-
ing totem poles out of milk car-
tons, or beating out a rhythm on
an African musical instrument. A
multicultural approach sees the
arts as having a significant role in
human lives and as inevitable in
all cultures.

Can we build tolerance for diver-
sity through the arts? To what
degree can arts education be an
agent for social change?

I believe that if we are to use the
arts as a catalyst for education
reform we need to see that it is
possible for arts educational pro-
grams, materials, activities, and
student learning in the arts to
promote cross-cultural under-
standing. I suggest that we do this
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by identifying similarities (particu-
larly in the role and function of
the arts) within and amongst cul-
tural groups. We need to recog-
n ize, acknowledge and celebrate,
in the curriculum, racial and cul-
tural diversity in the arts within
our pluralistic society, while also
affirming and enhancing self
esteem and pride in .one's own
artistic heritage. We need to ad-
dress in all arts areas and disci-
plines issues of ethnocentrism,
bias, stereotyping, prejudice, dis-
crimination, and racism.

The literaturetells us that al I groups
need and use the arts for identity,
to perpetuate, change, and to en-
hance their cultural values
(Gerbrands, 1957) and that the
arts exist for gnoseological
(functioning to give a knowledge
of the .spiritual), hedonistic, and
recreational purposes(Karbusicky,
1968). Such concepts have not
been sufficiently translated into
curriculum and instruction in the
arts.

Gaining knowledge about vari-
ety, place, and role of the arts in
social life is important if we wish
to increase intercultural under-
standing, because in its diversity
we can see the common func-
tions belonging to the arts what
we might call the why aspects.
We tend to pay too much atten-
tion to the what, and our own
cultural preferences restrict the
universality of our approach. If
we are truly interested in
multicultural education and un-
derstanding then we must study
the arts as social institutions influ-
encing and being influenced by

the many worlds of which they
are a part.

In terms of social change, a
multicultural approach to the arts
in education is certainly compat-
ible with many of the goals of the
school reform movement. For
example, problems like aliena-
tion, boredom, violence, racism,
drugs, and apathy can be, and
have been, addressed through arts
education. I think particularly of
theater education programs,
mural making, video, the study
and writing of lyrics, etc.

How can questions about the arts
be raised, and framed, in ways
that will promote the discussion
of diverse examples? Should we
use cross-cultural and thematic
approaches in the teaching of the
arts?

Let's look at three summaries, each
having implications for the ways
in which the arts could be taught
in a multicultural society; each
providing an opportunityfordeal-
ing with both unity and diversity.
Each views art as a powerful per-
vasive force helping to shape our
attitudes, beliefs, values and be-
haviours, and for implications for
school reform.

Ellen Dissanayake (1984) exam-
ined a variety of literature and
identified eight general functions
that art is said to serve or manifest.
She says art reflects or echoes, in
some way, the natural world of
which it is a part. Art is therapeu-
tic, she writes, because "it
integrates...powerful contradic-
tory and disturbing
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"I found that
I could say things

with color and
shapes that

I had
no words for "

Georgia O'Keefe, artist

fee lings,...allows for escape from
tedium or permits temporary par-
ticipation in a more desirable al-
ternative world,...(art) provides
consoling illusions; promotes ca-
tharsis of disturbing emotions."
(p. 37) Art can allow direct un-
selfconscious experience.
Dissanayake writes that it " can
temporarily restore the signifi-
cance, value and integrity of sen-
suality and the emotional power
of things, in contrast to the usual
indifference of our habitual and
obstructed routine of practical liv-
ing." (p.37) Art has been called
"essential" because it exercises
and trains our perception of real-
ity. Art, in many cultures, may
help prepare us for what we have
to face in life by turning our atten-
tion to things that should concern
us, as members of that culture, by
recommending particular subject
matter to our attention. Art assists
in giving order to the world.
Although it contributes to order,
Dissanayake also draws attention
to the "dishabituation" function
of artie. the fact that we can
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respond to art in unusual, non-
habitual ways. Art provides a
sense of meaning or significance
or intensity to human life that
cannot be gained in any other
way. Dissanayake also sees art as
a means of reaching out to others
for mutuality; a means of com-
munion as well as communica-
tion.

E. Louis Lankford (1992) posits
that art is valued for a number of
different reasons which include
the pleasurable experience it pro-
vides; its economic worth; its
emotional impact; the aspect of
social criticism and political clout.
It is valued for its sometimes sen-
timental associations; its abilities
to beautify, surprise, inspire,
stimulate the imagination, inform,
tell stories and record history; the
insight it provides into the human
condition; its technical accom-
plishments; its characterization of
a particular cultural spirit; and for
the status it might afford its
owners.

June King Mc Fee (1986) proposes
the following six functions of art:
She suggests that art objectifies
and that it is used to make subjec-
tive values, emotions, ideas, be-
liefs, superstitions more sensu-
ously tangible, so that they can be
seen and felt. Art enhances and is
used to enrich celebration and
ritual in human events. Art differ-
entiates and organizes. As com-
munication art is used to record,
transmit and generate meanings,
qualities and ideas. Art has a role
in cultural continuity. It is used to
stabilize culture by perpetuating
the convictions of reality and the
identity and accomplishments of
individuals and groups. McFee
states that these functions operate
in varying degrees, both individu-
ally and in combination, subjec-
tively and objectively, affecting
the experience of people in all
cultures.

If we accept these summaries then
we can list possible themes to be
considered when developing cur-
ricula for meaningful arts educa-
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tion in a multicultural society. For
example, students can study and
make art/music /dance /theater to
objectify and perpetuate cultural
values, for continuity and stabil-
ity. They can be involved in the
arts to urge change and improve-
ment, and actually use the arts for
social reconstruction. They can
use the arts to enhance and enrich
the environment, to celebrate, to
record, to tell stories. The arts can
provide therapy and provide av-
enues for the expression of emo-
tion. The arts can give special
meaning to events in students'
lives, give identity and confer sta-
tus. Good programs will give
students the opportunity to de-
velop and delight in technical ac-
complishments; to make art that
looks, feels, and sounds good. In
contrast to some themes com-
monly used in education these
themes are far from trite. They
focus on the arts, and they all
have both universal and particu-
lar dimensions. They all suggest
and require cross-cultural study,
with learning involving several
arts disciplines (production and
performance, aesthetics, arts criti-
cism and history).

If we focus on the why of the arts,
a teacher in a pluralistic society
needn't worry that they need to
know all about the various art
forms in a plethora of cultures.
Garcia (1982) suggests that to
admit ignorance "is the first step
toward understanding, and will-
ingness to make such an admis-
sion is assurance that you can
eventually understand ethnicity
and pluralism." (p. 15) Garcia
suggests that rather than see
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teachers as transmitters of knowl-
edge we should see them as lead-
ers and facilitators who are able to
assist students in their pursuit of
understanding pluralism and di-
versity. He sees a teacher-leader
initiating action, maintaining the
teaching learning process by set-
ting individual and group guide-
lines, and evaluating the students'
experiences and products.

To approach arts education as
multicultural education what will
we have to give up? Does
multicultural mean giving up the
Western canon?

I am certainly not suggesting that
arts education throw out the West-
ern canon. Along with Banks
(1992) and others, rather than
exclude Western civilization from
the curriculum, I want a more
truthful, complex, and diverse
version of culture taught in
schools. I want students to realize
that the arts, like knowledge, are
socially constructed and that they
reflect the perspectives, experi-
ences and values of the people
and cultures that construct them
(Banks, 1 9 9 1 ).So,
multiculturalizing arts education
does not mean throwing out the
West. Rather, in Rabinow's (1986)
words it means that "We need to
anthropologize the west; show
how exotic its constitution of real-
ity has been; emphasize those
domains most taken for granted
as universal...show how their
claims to truth are linked to social
practices" (p. 241, quoted in
Freedman, Stuhr & Weinberg,
1989, p. 41)

What sorts of partnerships are re-
quired with other disciplines?

To teach the arts in this way re-
quires partnership with each other,
(that is: visual arts, music, theater,
dance) and, I think, more atten-
tion to what is being said about
the arts in the social sciences,
particularly by sociologists and
anthropologists.

Adrian Gerbrands (1957), a Dutch
anthropologist who has worked
extensively in Africa, states that
the arts are essential for three rea-
sons: to perpetuate, change, and
enhance culture. He has shown
that the arts have functions trans-
mitting, sustaining, and changing
culture as well as in decorating
and enhancing the environment.
Gerbrands has shown that the arts,
directly and indirectly, may bol-
ster the morale of groups to create
unity and social solidarity and
also may create awareness of so-
cial issues and lead to social
change, The arts, he found, may
serve as an aide in identifying
social position and can be con-
sidered as commodities that may
increase the power and prestige
of the participant and owner. The
arts may express and reflect reli-

gious, political, economic, and
other aspects of culture. At times
the artist was found to be a magi-
cian, teacher, mythmaker,
sociotherapist, interpreter, en-
hancer and decorator, ascriber of
status, propagandist, and catalyst
of social change. As we seek to
reform education and to develop
meaningful multicultural arts edu-
cation curricula we need to show
these aspects of the arts to stu-
dents. Rather than just learn about
techniques and materials by sim-
ply copying the art forms and
techniques of other cultures, or
engage in context-less aesthetic
discussion, it is important for stu-
dents to know that there is no
culture without some form of ar-
tistic expression.

A pluralist, multicultural, disci-
pline-based. perspective and ap-
proach should help arts educa-
tors realize that there are many
different types of art and no such
thing as "art in itself." Toni Flores
Fratto (1978), a social scientist
who has written extensively on
the arts, states bluntly:

The fact is, there is no such thing
as art. That is, there is no such

4 4
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thing as art in itself. Art in itself is
not a universal human phenom-
enon, but a synthetic Western
category, and a relatively recent
one at that. The concept has
generated endlessly misleading
ethnography, art history and
[a] esthetic theory, and has acted
mainly to mystify the social con-
ditions which keep acts of crea-
tion and sensual pleasure out of
experience of the socially ex-
ploited majority. (pp. 135-136)

Students need to understand the
values that lead different individu-
als and groups of people in di-
verse societies to create, perform,
acquire, protect, commission, dis-
play, admire, steal, destroy, be-
come an advocate for, or ignore
"art."

SociologistJudith Blau (1988) sug-
gests that sociologists of art now
tend to focus their attention on
the material and social conditions
of the arts, which "has resulted in
a considerable advance in our
understanding of the "peopled"
arrangements that help to define
the matrix of art production and
consumption. (p. 269) For arts
education such work is useful and
important because it challenges
"the traditional and tenacious

Kantian assumption that ideas and
aestheltic values are pure and rec-
ondite" (Blau, 1988, p. 270).

In her important book The Social
Production of Art, Janet Wolff
(1981) argues that "film, litera-
ture, painting and rock music can
all, in some sense, be seen as
repositories of cultural meaning,
or, as it is sometimes put, systems
of signification." (p. 4) Artistic crea-
tivity, she states, is not different in
any relevant way from other forms
of creative action. Wolff posits
that an individual artist "plays
much less of a part in the produc-
tion of the work than our ... view
of the artist as a genius, working
with divine inspiration, leads us
to believe." (p. 25) Like the
postmodern ists who have fol-
lowed, she argues that many peo-
ple are involved in producing the
work; that sociological and ideo-
logical factors determine or affect
the artist's work; and that audi-
ences and "readers" are all active
participants in creating the fin-
ished product. We have to help
students see that art encodes val-
ues and ideologies. As Wolff
(1981) says, arts criticism "is never
innocent of the political and ideo-
logical processes in which the
discourse has been constituted."
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(p. 143) But this does not mean
that aesthetic enjoyment and aes-
thetic experience do not exist, or
that al I cultural products are
equalized.

The view that "Most artists pro-
duce their works within a matrix
of shared understandings and
understood purposes" (Dubin,
1986, p. 668) has considerable
sociological support (e.g. Becker,
(1974, 1982); Fine, (1977);
Dadushin, (1976)). The attention
that is paid in sociology .to the
socialization of the artist, how an
artist acquires an artistic identity
in diverse societies, and the rela-
tion of the artist to many different
types of publics and patrons, must
also be reflected in arts educa-
tion.

How do we include the learning
styles of diverse populations and
unique individuals?

I have chosen to focus this pres-
entation more on content, than
method; more on curriculum, than
instruction. In dismissing this
question fairly quickly, in the in-
terests of time; I don't want to
suggest that it is not very impor-
tant. We are fortunate in arts
education because we already use
a variety of instructional methods
that are not always used by teach-
ers in other curriculum areas. Stu-
dents need to make and perform,
and learn about the arts, in ways
that reflect and respond to varia-
tions in learning styles. The rela-
tionship between learning and cul-
ture is a complex one, but it must
not be overlooked.
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How do we implement change?

In a culturally relative approach
to teaching the arts the "content"
area that must be considered by
teacher-facilitators has more to
do with Why is art? or What are
the arts for? than anything else.
With some knowledge of the func-
tions and roles of arts in society,
and a willingness to explore to-
gether with students, teaching the
"why" of arts is not as daunting as
it may have first appeared. It is not
unreasonable to expect arts
teacher to deal with he arts and
cultural diversity. We can em-
brace and implement pluralism in
the service of education reform.

I believe that the chief aim of arts
education in a multicultural soci-
ety should be knowledge and
understanding of the arts as im-
portant parts of all human activity
and cultural life. In education,
participation in the arts needs to
be far less trivial. It needs to be
seen as giving purpose to life.

F. Graeme Chalmers
The University of British

Columbia

Editors' note: This article was presented at the
Getty Center for Education in the Arts' recent
conference on Education Reform. Although
Graeme prepared it for a U.S. audience, there is
much relevance for us in British Columbia.

Reprinted with permission.
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